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1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper [1) titled 'Twenty Years of Reflections on Questions

Concerning Fatigue Crack Growth; Historical Observations and Perspectives',

Paris views 'crack closure as raising the most central question still to be

resolved'. He further observes that 'crack closure is a key physical

phenomenon in fatigue cracking process' particularly with reference to problem

A areas such as: variable amplitude load interaction effects, short cracks,

threshold fatigue crack growth, and environmental effects. A review of crack

closure in fatigue hardly needs a better justification.

The study of closure has been reviewed recently [2,3.41,; however,

these reviews deal with only one or some of the aspects of closure.

The main purpose of this report is to review closure - its mechanisms,

procedures for its determination, the phenomenological study of its depen-

dence on the different variables, rvid the methodology of 4is prediction. As

outlined below, the task is rather complex since it is difficult to provide

answers to even the obvious questions concerning closure. What is attempted

in this review is to define the positions and raise the critical questions

coucerning the above aspects of closure; hopefully, such an exercise would

indicate meaningful direction of future work in closure studies.

Closure and Its Origin

l 4 The concept of crack closure was first proposed by Elber J5,61 In 1970.

According to him, a fatigue crack in a body subjected to tension-tension



cyclic loading, is completely open only at high load levels; or in other

words, at low load levels a part of the crack near the tip remains closed

during the loading as well as the unloading phase of the cycle. The basic

scheme of Elber's closure and the definition of the terms such as, K and
op

K are given in Figure 1.
CIO

The closure behaviour of a precracked body has three different aspects

- K value, extent of closure, and residual strain due to closure. The three
op

aspects are interrelated but they do not always change in an identical manner

in response to a change in a given fatigue loading situation.

Among these three aspects, the K value is determined, studied, and
op

calculated most often since it can be directly used for life prediction. K
op

valuea ca, be identified from a simple. plot of load versus crack mouth opeting

displacement (see Fig, 2a), provided the closure in the precracked body is

extensive. The ratio of K op/KM can have a value anywhere between 0 and 1.

A value of zero corresponds to no closurL 0hIle a value of 1 indicates closure

during entire fatigue cycle.

As regards the second aspect, closure is defined as extensive if a

large fraction of the crack, (Aala), rumains closed at. the start of loading.

where a is tte physical crack length and a is the crack length aasured from

compliance at the start of loading and "a a - a . In a load versus displace-

mnt plot, the difference between the slope at the start of loading and the

alope at a load higher thao the closure load can be related to and, therefore,

is obvieusly a measure of the extent of clobure. The ratio of Aa/a could have

values betvwon 0 and 1.

2
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If the closure is not so extensive, that is Aa/a has a small value,

one can use a plot of load versus offset displacement to identify Kop as

shown in Figure 2b; note that the plot in Figure 2b is derived from the data

reported in Figure 2a. Alternatively, one can use a more sensitive instru-

mentation or data reduction technique to determine K

op

The third aspect, that is the :.esidual strain due to closure, is

produced due to plastic flow at thc crack tip during cyclic loading. This,

in turn, lea,', . a strip of yielded material behind the crack tip, referred to

as plastic wake. Elber proposed that the residual strain is produced by

extension of the material within the plastic wake behind the crack tip. At

zero load, the extended material in the plastic wake has to be accommodated

by the rest of the precracked body which is elastic. As a result, residual

compressive stresses are set up over the crack faces, and therefore, a nart

of the crack near its tip remains closed at low load levels. The usual

argument is since there is no singularity at the tip of a closed crack, i.

cannot grow uncil it is fully open and this happens when K > K . However,
OP

the closure has somue more basic consequences. The introduction of

residual compressive stresses and also displacement in the wake of the crack

alters the state of stress, strain, and displacement near the tip of the

growing fatigue crack. This, in turn, will decrease the size of the monotonic,

"as well as the reverse plastic zones to values which are significantly less

than conventionally assumed.

* Elber's proposed concept is referred to as plasticity induced closure.

Investigations of the closure behaviours such as, extent of closure and the

residual strain due to closure are rather limited. But such investigations are

essential for understanding the mechanism of closure and for the prediction of

closure.

.•5



Elber (5] had originally proposed that K should be greater thanKc lo

Kop However, the difference between KCl and KOp is less than the scatter

observed in most experimental dete-minations of closure and for all practical

purpose, one normally assumes Kclo = Kop (see Figure 1). In all subsequent

discussions, the symbol K would be used to represent the closure behaviour

itt general, unless a distinction between KCI and Kop is warranted.

Elber had initially observed [51 that at very low load levels, the

precracked body has a compliance which is identical to that of an uncracked

body. On the other hand, this is not always true and many experimental

compliance measurements show that a part of the crack can start opening as

soon as the load is applied.

In addition to Elber's mechanism of plasticity induced closure, two

other mechanisms of closure have recently been proposed: asperity induced

closure [7-12] and oxide induced closure [13,14]. As discussed below, both

of these mechanisms are based on a concept which can be more appropriately

termed 'non-closure'. Furthermore, contrary to Elber's mechanism, KC° should

Si be less than K according to these mechanisms.
op

According to the asperity induced closure mechanism, the asperities

- on the two mating fracture surfaces interfere and keep the crack propped open

even when the load is zero. On the other hand, according to the oxide induced

closure mechanism, the formation of an oxide layer just behind the crack front

wedgas open the crack faces and keeps the crack open, even when the load is

zero. It is obvious from these physical pictures that the concept of non-

closure can produce only residual tensile stresses at the crack tip when the

! .



external load is removed. It is interesting to note that even though the

residual stress patterns near the crack tip, arising from closure and non-

closure are opposite of each other, identical experimental techniques (see

Figure 2) are used to identify the closure event, in both cases.

It is also rather surprising that even though the two differeut

concepts postulate oppusite patterns of crack tip residual stress at closure,

the K durived from these two concepts is presumed to play an identical role

in decreasing the fatigue crack growth rate. It shows how little we under-

s~and the manner in which closure decreases fatigue crack growth (FCGR) and

the manner in which AK produces fatigue crack extension. The mechanisms of

closure are discussed in greater detail ±n the next chapter.

Role of Closure in C::ack Growth Rate 'Ired'ction

The concept of Kclo has been proposed mainly to Pchxeve a more

reliable fatigue crack growth rate (FCC-R). In order to predict life of a

component, several empirical laws haveý bee"t pruposed to characterize FCGR týut

all these are either deri.ved from ,r are a variation of one form or anothei,

of the law proposed first by Paris and Erdogan [16]. Paris-Erdogan law ia

represented by the equation

Sda AAKn1 1
dN

where A and n depend on the material and if these are known, one can

separate variables and integrate to determine N, the component life. Since

'I

S
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' V.1

the above relationship is independent of crack size and specimen geometry,

, the constants A and n when determined from a particular test specimen, can be

used to calculate the fatigue life of any precracked body. Equation (1)

applies only to constant amplitude loading. The equation fails to characterize

fatigue crack growth rate if:

1. The ratio of minimum to the maximum load, R, in the test specimen

and the component differs.

2. The crack length in the component is very short [15].

3. The loading amplitude varies and has hi-l load sequence leading

to load interaction and crack growth retardation or acceleration.

RI The concept of closure has been used to account for the effect of these

factors on fatigue life. Accordingly, one defines an effective AK which is

"given by

AKeffKmax - K (2)
ef ma op

Elber proposed that crack growth rates are determined by AKf and,

accordingly, Equation (1) should be appropriately modified by substituting

SAKeff for AK. It could then be used for the calculation of life of a

S } component.

mi ':8
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In fact, Equation (1), when modified in a manner as described above,

has been shown to account for the effect of the above three factors on the

FCGR in some instances [1,2,5]. Furthermore, K as influenced by residual
op

stresses, microstructure, and environment, has also been used to account for

the effect of these variables on FCGR and life. Thus, a scatter band of 2,

usually observed in a log-log representation of FCGR, could probably decrease

if K is taken into account in representing FCGR.op

SL,

Since closure depends on the formation of plastic zone and inelastic

deformation in the vicinity of the crack tip, the closure could also be

S' 0influenced by specimen size and geometry. As a result, the K observed in
op

a test specimen could differ from that in another cracked body even though K,

R, and the uniaxial yield strength, Oy, are identical. Since reliable FCGR

prediction of a component depends on K , the K in a precracked body must be
op' op

known. Experimental determination of K for all cracked body geometries
op

would require extensive testing which is not generally feasible. However, a

systematic evaluation of the effect of size and geometry on closure would be

invaluable in developing a procedure for calculation of Kop of any cracked

body. Unfortunately, such evaluation has not yet been performed. In

formulating such a procedure, it would also be essential to ascertain the

mechanism of closure, the nature of residual stress distribution that a given

mechanism produces at the crack tip and elsewhere in the specimen, and the

manner in which such stress distribution decreases crack growth rate, da/dN.

One could then propose and validate models of closure for the calculation of

K in an arbitrary precracked body.
op

9
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4 A phenomenological study of the different factors which influence both

K and da/dN can provide the appropriate basis to ascertain the above. The
op

several factors include Ka, Kn, R, short crack behaviour, step overload,
max min

surface crack behaviour, thickness, W, a/W, specimen geometry, microstructural

and fractographic features, environment, residual stresses, elastic and flow

properties of the material, and loading history. However, the reported results

of phenomenological studies on the effect of even the more important ones

amongst these variables, are quite confusing. For example, an examination of

Elber's plasticity induced closure mechanism indicates that K should
op

systematically depend on Kmax if all other factors are identical. On the

other hand, as would be discussed later (Section 4.1), some of the investi-

gators report that experimental K increases with K while others reportop max

that K is independent of Kx; and yet still others report that K decreases
op mxop

with K I (hOe must interpret with caution the results of such phenomenolo-
max

gical studies undertaken in the past, since K can depend very significantly
op

on a host of different factors including the experimental technique used for

its determination.

Determination of Closure

As discussed earlier, Figure 2a shows that the closure load can be

'etermined experimentally from a load versus CNOID test record. For better

resolution. one can identify closure from a plot of load versus offset

displacement (see Figure 2b). The offset displacement can be obtained

through the use of a simple operational amplifier circuit or by processing

the load-CM)D test record numerically in a microprocessor. Besides the

10
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CMOD-based approach, there are other experimental procedures for closure

determination which are based on techniques using strain gage, ultrasonics,

electrical potential, laser/optical interferometry, and optical methods

including replication. The agreement amongst the different methods is not

always good and the reason will be evident from the following discussion.

3 Closure can be identified from measurements made either near the

crack tip or at points relatively far away from the crack tip. The measure-

ments made either at points far away from the crack tip or those which involve

the whole specimen cross section give a thickness-averaged global Kop of the

precracked body. On the other hand, the Kop determined through the measurement

of displacement near toe crack tip are influenced significantly by the complex

three-dimensional residual stress pattern localized near the rack front due

to eitlier preferential through-the-thickness yielding in the surface layers

and/or due to crack tunneling. As a result, the K at the inLerior (say mid
op

thickness) of a specimen near the crack tip can be quite different from the

K pK observed at the near tip surface. In most instances, closure determined

near the crack tip is based on surface measurement. Obviously. K valuesop

obtained from all three different measurements cain be different.

Techniques such as M;NOD gage, back face strain gage (BPS), electrical

poteatial, and ultrasonics give a thickness-averaged global K value. Theop

Elber gage and near tip strain gaae in some instances, and the Uiterfe'omotric

technique, and the optical and SEN technique including surface replication

can give near tip Kop values at the specimen surface. Only a few investigators

11



(see Section 3.3) have determined near tip interior closure behaviour;

techniques such as the optical interferometry in transparent specimens, the

push-rod clip gage technique, and the measurement of closure before and after

the removal of surface layers have been used for this purpose.

Indeed, only a few investigators make a distinction between these

different K values and the question as to which one of these closures should
op

be used to arrive at AK ef as per Equation (2), has not been properly addressed.

The consequences of the lack of such distinctions are contradictory phenomeno-

logical observations and multiplicity of the proposed mechanisms of closure.

Closure in Plane Stress and Plane Strain Condiltilns

Plane stress and plane strain are convenienL assumptions for

analytical formulation of fracture problems. However, those terms have

limited practica l relOvance in dei lnig tht statv, of stress in a rreccacked

specimen 1which is 1o4ded. rihe planv stress cndition exists only at the

surfacv of the specimen; the 'est of the interlor crozss section is neither

plane stres4 nor planoe 4train. The ,4etuat ýitact of stress at the interior

is inter•todiaite or thr.dimnsionai. Thiis Is -specially true since a plastic

zone forms at. the cras-i tip zind grouowz as K/,oY ii;creases. The growth of the

plastic zoue relaxes the stres•sc and thereft'r, the stttO of stress becomes

closer to plane ;tress as Kbiy increaes. Hvsideo this, the term; such as
Y

plane strain or plane stress are ofut-e used by Invetittgators of closure

phenowtion with the tacit assumption tthat iocreasing specimen thickness

strongly decru.ses plastic zone sl.?es while the specimen width hats only a

• . 12



"mild effect on plastic zone size. Both of these assumptions are incorrect

[17]. Therefore, the interpretation, correlation, and comparison of results

based on such assumptions are questionable. While examining the reported

experimental results in this review, whenever possible, the use of concepts

3 such as plane stress and plane strain will be avoided. Indeed, the different

experimental closure situations can be better classified and compared in terms

of extent of closure and extent of plasticity.

In the next section, the proposed mechanisms of cloaure are examined.

In Section 3, the different approaches to closure determination are reviewed

very briefly to better evaluate the significance of closure related

phenomenological observations as discussed in Section 4. Section 5 briefly

outlines the proposed methodology for the prediction of closure. To

reiterate the important points, comments are made at the end of these

W respective sections. Also, the concluding remarks summarizes the major points

made in the review.

I1
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2. MECHANISMS OF CLOSURE

Three mechanisms have been proposed for the closure of a fatigue

crack: plasticity induced closure [5,6], asperity induced closure [7-12,601,

and oxide induced closure [13,14,211. The plasticity induced mechanism can be

truly termed closure since according to such a mechanism, a fatigue crack near

the tip remains closed even when the extenial load is tensile. The other two

mechanisms can be more aDpropriately termed 'non-closure' since, according toi lthe basic scheme of these mechanisms, a fatigue crack fails to close near the

tip when the external load is zero, or even mildy compressive.

A study of the mechanism of closure is important due to two reasons:

First, the prediction of closure in a cracked component of arbitrary size,

geometry, and loading is based on a given closure model. The closure model,

in its turn, is based on a proposed mechanism of closure. Thus, one must

first know the mechanism in order to develop a procedure for the prediction

of closure. Second, the study of closure mechanisms helps us to identify and

explain the role closure plays in determining da/dN and thus helps us to

-) develop ,mterials with better fatigue resistance. It helps us to ascertain

the validity of a given closure mechanism or a model. It also helps us to

answer mote basic questions. For example, it is presumed that fatigue crack

cannot grow as long as it remains closed, However, could not the strain

intensification ahead of a closed crack cyclically loaded to a K level

which even if less than Ko, be enough to promote plastic flow at the crack

tip and therefore cause growth?

14/I.



A closure mechanism has to be validated through experimental obser-

vations. Any proposed mechanism of closure should be consistent with all

the phenomenolotical observation concerning the effect of the different

variables on closure. Such observations are presented and discussed later in

Section 4. However, reference will be made in the present section to a few of

these selected observations to comment on the validity of the different

mechanisms.

Presented in this section is an examination of the different mechanisms

of closure and their validity and limitations.

2.1 PLASTICITY INDUCED CLOSURE

Elber [6] proposed that during fatigue crack propagation, a zone of

residual tensile deformation is left in the wake of a moving crack tip (see

Figure 3). The residual tensile deformation is produced due to the envelope

of plastic zone (see Figure 3) which is referred to as the 'plastic wake'.

Note that the plastic wake increasingly spreads in the y direction as the

crack grows since K increases with crack growth for most test geometrieswax

under constant amplitude loading. At zero external load, the material within

the plastic wake continues to remain extended and can no longer be accouw-

dated within the surrounding elastic field without producing a corresponding

strain mismatch. Thus, in the unloaded condition, this strain mismatch will

produce residual compressive stresses over the plastic wake (see Figure 3)

which, in turn, transmits the compressive stresses normal to the crack surface

and thus keeping the two crack surfaces pressed and closed together.

15
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The plastic wake behind the crack front is produced due to the

formation of the monotonic plastic zone ahead of the crack front during the

tensile phase of the cyclic loading. This zone extends incrementally as the

fatigue crack grows. However, on unloading, the monotonic plastic zone

experiences compressive stresses for the reasou mentioned above and this

causes yielding in compression over a distance where the compressive stress

exceeds the yield strength. This is referred to as reverse plasticity and the

plastic zone formed as a result is referred to as cyclic or reverse plastic

zone. The effects of plastic wake and the reverse plasticity can be

distinguished by their respective residual compressive stress patterns in the

two examples as discussed below.

When a sharp saw-cut crack (not grown by fatigue) is subjected to one

cycle of loading. monotonic and cyclic plastic zones form and the revsidual

compressive stress pattern produced is shown in Figure 4. Note th~t uniike

in Figure 3. the residual coqmreusive stresses behnd the crack front is

absent in Figure 4. As a result of Bauschinger effect, the stress increment

to cause yielding during unloading or reversed plasticity, is twice the yield

strength observed duriuS monotonic loading. Sloce plastit zone size is

inversely proportional to the square of yield s.rengch. the reverse or cyclic

plastic zone size Is approximately one fourth the monotonic plastic zone.

The presence of the reverse plastic zone modifice scoewhat the pattern of

residual cospressive stress in the monotonic plastic zoc.

Oft the other hand. in the case of a growing, sharp fatigue crack, in

addition to the monotonic and reverse plaotic ztone, a plastic wake (of the

type shovm in Figure 3) forms along the cracked part of the specimen.

Therefore, the residual stresses In the piane of the crack in CCP and CT

17
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specimens are expected to exhibit patterns as shown in Figure 5. The

plasticity induced residual stress pattern in the ligament of a compact

tension specimen is not known and is expected to be rather complex. However,

unlike in Ehe case of a centre cracked panel, the residual stresses at the

back face of a compact tension specimen should be compressive. This is

dicussed further in Section 4.5. One can surmise that the magnitude and

distribution of residual compressive stress, depends on the distribution of

C along the y direction at different points along the length of the wake
yy

and the distribution of displacement in the y direction aL various points

along the length of the crack. Obviously, if the closu're were to be produced

by the compressive stress over the whole length of the wake and the monotonic

plastic zone, one should then take into account the residual stress distri-

bution both ahead and behind the crack tip, as reported in Figure 5.

The two above sources of stress distribution ca"• be examined

separately. TVe residual compressive stress pattern produced by the

plastic wake would probably influence the bulk closure behaviour and cause

an extent of closure which is large and easily detectable. On the other

hand, the effect of compressive residual stress within the plastic zone

would be localized near the crack tip, cause an extent of closure which is

small, and therefore can be detected only if the method of determination is

highly sensitive. During constant amplitude loading, the residual stress

distribution over the length of the wake as well as the plastic zone is

expected to be smooth and continuous and, therefore, produce only one single

* closure load which represeats the bulk as vell as the local behaviour.

However, one can speculate that a large single overload cycle may produce a

19
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discontinuity in the residual stress pattern near the crack tip, and as a

result, produce two closures - one representing the bulk and the other repre-

senting the local behaviour. This will be discussed in Section 4.2.

The residual stress pattern along the width direction as shown in

Figure 5 is the primary factor which controls crack closure, and, therefore,

plasticity induced crack closure models are based on such stress distribution.

However, the residual stress distribution along the thickness direction can

also influence closure.

The residual stress distribution along the thickness direction can be

produced due to two factors: preferential yielding in the surface layers and

presence of a curved crack front.

It is well known that in a relatively thick specimen, the yielding

in the surface layers (see areas marked A in Figure 6) is more pronounced as

compared to that at the Interior. As a result, the dimension of the plastic

wake in the y-direction in the surface layers is larger than that at the

interior. If we assume that the residual stress pattern of the type given in

Figure 5 were absent, one can then surmise that higher stretching of the

yielded material along the y direction within the surface layer can introduce

residual tensile stresses in the interior and correspondingly, reactive

compressive stresses are introduced in the surface layer. The nature of such

stress distribution is shown in Figure 7. in an actual. specimens the two

stress patterns reported in Figures 5 and 7 are superimposed on each other.

-- !Thus, it Is likely that the last fraction of opening during unloading or the

21
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Or

first fraction of closure during unloading could be influenced by the

presence of the pattern of residual stress distribution along the thickness

direction as reported in Figure 7. As a result, in the case of a thick

speclmeln, the last fraction of opening in the surface layers would be difficult

compared to that observed at the interior. In a relatively thinner specimen,

the strains eyy and cxx are probably uniform across the thickness direction

and the variation of residual stresses along the thickness direction may be

S.... negligible.

The presence of a curved crack front can cause preferential extension

and plastic flow in the surface layers ahead of the crack front (see areas

marked A in Figure 8). This may introduce a pattern of residual stress

distribution along the thickness direction similar to that reported in

Figure 7 and produce similar effects as discussed above. However, such an
i iJ

effect would be produced both in the thick and the thin specimen, as long as

the depth of curved crack front is comparable to the thickness and is not

negligible compared to the crack length. Obviously, a large crack length is

preferable if the effect of curved crack front is to be ignored. The specimen

then has to be correspondingly wide to accommodate a large crack length.

It is obvious from the above discussion that the analytical results

obtained from closure models based on plasticity induced mechanism, are

expected to agree with experimental closure data provided the specimen is

thin and the depth of curved crack front is small. On the other hand,

experimental results obtained from a thick specimen with a pronounced curved

crack front, are not expected to agree with the analytical results based on

24
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plasticity induced closure. In fact, in the thick specimen with a curved

crack front, the closure at the interior is expected to differ from that

observed at the surface if plasticity induced mechanism were operative.

It is often stated [7-12] that Elber's plasticity induced closure

mechanism is operative only in plane stress. A true state of plane stress

does not exist anywhere in the specimen except at its surface. In that sense,

the experimental condition at which the plasticity induced mechanism is

applicable is not clearly defined. By plane stress, one implies that the

K-value and the plastic zone sizes are large while the o¥ and thickness ot

the specimen are low. On the other hand, it has been shown [17] that the

state of stress in a thin specimen at low K/a value need not be plane stress.
Y

In fact, in a thin specimen, Lhe state of stress can be quite close to plane

j strain if K/ yv'W is small and the width is large [171. In a thin specimen

(B << W or a), the whole thickness can be assumed to be approximately in the

same state of stress. It has been suggested that probably c and ; are
yy xx

the same across the thickness of a thin specimen (2]. Thus, the advantages of

using a thin and wide specimen for closure studies is obvious.

It is often assumed without reliable experimental foundation, that

K produced by the plasticity induced closure mechanism is independent ofS~op

W, a/W, B (as long as the condition is the so called 'plane stress'),

environment, microstructure, and geometry. In addition, such a mechanism

would suggest that Kop should depend on Kmax, Kmin' R, ay, presence of

"residual stresses, variable amplitude loading which produces load-interaction

and retardation, and the short and surface crack behaviour.

26
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Several investigators have reported experimental results which are

broadly in agreement with the trends as indicated by the mechanism of

plasticity induced closure. However, in view of the uncertainties in the

determination of closure, one must carefully scrutinize any result on closure.

There are anomalies and other contradictions which cannot be ignored. For

instance, often, Kop is observed to be independent of K max, K mi, and even R.

The effect of W, a/W, geometry, and short crack behaviour have not been

!:isystematically investigated and the studies on the effect of B on Kop are very

few. Interestingly enough, there are other investiagors who report that K
op

depends on environment and microstructure (see Sections 4.6 and 4.7). Such

discrepancies are often explained in terms of plane stress and plane strain.

However, the plane stress and plane strain conditions in terms of experimental

situations, are not clearly defined or distinguished by these investigators.

s It is thus obvious that even though the mechanism of plasticity induced closure

is conceptually logical, several anomalies and contradictions concerning the

mechanism needs to be resolved.

2.2 ASPERITY INDUCED CLOSURE

The concept of asperity induced (or roughness-induced) closure was

first reported by Walker and Beevers [7] and later by McEvily and Minakawa

[101 and Ritchie and Suresh (11]. Subsequently, three models based on the

asperity induced closure have been proposed by Suresh and Ritchie (12,19],

Mays and Baker 160], •-1 Beevers, Carlson, Bell, and Starke (8,93.

27
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It is proposed by these workers that the asperity induced closure

mechanism is encountered in situations where the maximum plastic zone size

is less than the order of the grain size [91, the reverse plastic zone becomes

of the order of dominant microstructural elements [111 or where the size scale

of fracture surface roughness is comparable with crack tip opening displace-

ulent (101. In such situations, crack extension occurs along a single slip

system resulting in serrated or zig-zag fracture paths with out of plane

• crack trajectories [9-111. Extension of the crack along such paths results

in significant mode II displacement which plays a role in promoting such

closure. Normally, this type of crack extension is observed near threshold

(da/dN < 106 mm per cycle) when the conditions are predominantly 'plane

strain'.

The asperities on the mating fracture surfaces interfere and thus

provide discrete contact points across the crack surfaces where load transfer

occurs and thereby preventing the crack fromn completely closing. Accordiu& to

the asperity induced closure models, the wedging action of such interference

or contact is small and is localized over very short distance behind the crack

front. As a result, such wedging action is locally accommodated permitting

the rest of the crack to ciose "xcept a very short distance behind the crack

front where the crack fails to close. Under such circumstauces, the failure

to close or 'non-closure' as one may tem it, produces residual tensile

stresses at the ciack tip. In a centre crack tension panel, the residual

stress pattern produced by this mechanism will be tensile through0lt the

ligament and in the case of a compact tetion specimen, the residual stresses

would be tensile near the crack tip and compressive at the back face as shown

A in Figure 9. Such residual stress distributions are obviously different from

those reported in Figure 5.
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The three models (8,12,601 proposed for asperity induced closure are

A examined below.

2.2.1 Single Asperity Model [81

Beever et al. [81 represents the asperities through-the-

thickness by an effective precompressed spring which makes line contact across

the thickness. This model is termed a single asperity model and is illustrated

in Figure 10, wherein the crack faces are loaded with a force P at an asperity

of height L, and width B, located at a distance c. The asperity undergoes a

change in its height by 'e' due to the force P. The local stress intensity

factor due to force P is given by

.3-2 IP
K (rC) (3)

"The corresponding diuplacement, V, at a point r c behind the crack

tip at 0-180@ is obtained from the Wustergaard solution

V V) kll (4)G .2v

Substitution of Equation (3) and (4) givez;

V . VY.I (5)
irGB
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Closure occurs when the crack surfaces make contact behind the asperities

and at this point, the stress intensity factor due to externally applied load,

K global is zero. At this point, K tota = K loca K and v = L - e where

e PL/Eb.b. Substitution of these and Equation (3) in Equation (5) and

elimination of P gives

" /o 4•2 [ 2(-V)- (6)C 0 GL ]b (6)

4

where E, G, V ar.; the usual elastic constants.

K can be obtained from similar equations and represents the
op

situation when asperity load P=O and the compression e=O. In such a case,

Kop K LG/f/2(I-v)v7c. Obviously, according to this model, K
op global o

should be higher than K The model envisa.ges that the formation ofC 1O

* plastic zone of effective length 'r ' increascs the dimension of c to c + r
y y

and one would then expect KCIO and Kop to decrease as oy decreases.

The dimensions L, b, and c have been measured using replicating

technique and these when substituted in Equation (6) give a K value which
op

I agrees with the experimentally determined K value in the near threshold
* op

regime for a wrought nickel alloy. The typical values are c 15 to 30 Vim,

SL .1 to .125 pm, and b - 9-11 vim.

I The aspexity induced closure models are important and interesting

* because they indicate a method for explaining and predicting the effect the

dimensions of the microstructural features may have on closure. The idea

32



4. that K may be determined from the fractographic features is itself very
op

attractive. However, one should not overlook the following points while

applying such a model in practice:

1. The compressive stress, 0., in the asperity is given by

tc

Ee P
S=-(7)
c L Bb

Substitution of (3) in (7) gives

K V7
(8)

Vi
-3/2

Substitution of the typical values KI 4.5 , c 30 vim, and b 10 pm

in Equation (8) yields a value of a= 10,000 MPa. This is almost 30 times

the yield strength of the nickel alloy investigated. Since the asperity is in

compression, the amount of stress relaxation by plastic flow of the asperity

is limited. The question then is would such an asperity survive the battering

experienced during the fatigue loading? For example, the growth of the crack

over the next 3 Pm (10% of c) would take about 100,000 cycles at K mmax

6 mNi 3/ 2, but would alter the compressive stresses only by a small amount.

Would the nickel alloy asperity survive the 100,000 cycles at a comprcssive

stress of 10,000 MPa? This question is difficult to resolve since there

appears to be little scope for the manipulation of the values of b and c so

that one can obtain a more realistic value of from Equation (8) at which

the asperity can survive 100,000 cycles.
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2. According to the model, the closure behaviour is observed due to

" crack surface contact over dimensions of the order of 15 to 30 pm. This

would correspond to an extent of closure, Aaia - .001. It is difficult to

detect K from the load-CMOD plot as done by the authors [9), if the extent
op

of closure were as small as .001.

3. The model is supposed to apply to a plain-strain situation whereas all

measurements of L, b, and c are made at the specimen surface. In addition,

because of the characteristic variation of the fractographic features being

what it is, It would be rather difficult to measure L, b, and c with

confidence. This is particulos:ly true for L which has a dimension of the

ozder of 0.1 pm.

4. The model shows that K should increase as o0 increases. On the
op

other hand, the trends of experimental results on the effect of Oy on Kop are

just the opposite. To explain such trends, it appears that one has to use

rather unrealistic values of L, b, and c.

5. The rclationship for crack opening stretch width (COSW) is given by

K
2

"Substitution of K 4.5 MNm3/2 and 350 MPa and E - 200 GPa gives

COD - .50 pm. In fact, experimentally observed COD values are either in

agreement or somewhat larger than those predicted by Equation (9). However,
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it seems that the model does not take into account a crack opening of 0.5 pm

and assumes that it plays little role in influencing the force P on the

asperity whose height is as low as 0.14.os IoI0

2.2.2 Spring Clip Model [601

Mayes and Baker [60] have attempted to calculate closure

induced by roughness by considering an infinite number of compression springs

along the crack flank. The springs are in contact, and, therefore, transfer

load only when the displacement is less than a minimum. Equating moment and

force due to the springs, they obtain a relationship for load which is given

by

S0.83 EBa 122 2
mE o
c 2 2

m C

where P is the applied load, e is back face strain experimentally determined,

B is thickness, E is Youngs Modulus, a is crack length, C is compliance, m is

a constant relating e and load displacement, and 1 is the effective spring

length.

The relationship exhibits a P versus e relationship, similar

to the one experimentally datermined. Also, the residual strain, C w £

obtained by substituting P-0 in the above equation, obeys a relationship

with crack length which is similar to the experimentally observed. These

observations are the justification for the validity of the model. The model

explains the observed effect of R and on AK-threshold.
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In the model, the effective spring length, 1s, characterizes

the surface roughness. Calculations show that 1 changes with the material

and its value ranges in the neighborhood of .01 to 0.1 im. However, the

roughness has not been measured and related to the equation as done by

Beever and coworkers [81.

Spring clip and single asperity models are simlar in most

respects. Accordingly, some of the points made with regard to the single

asperity model in Section 2.2.1 viz the items 3 and 5 are particularly

relevant to the spring clip model.

2.2.3 Fracture Surface Roughness Model [12]

The concept of fatigue crack closure induced by fracture

surface roughness was first outlined by Minakawa and McEvily [10.18].

Following similar scheme, Suresh and Ritchie f12,19] proposed a model which

is reproduced in Figure 11. In this model, fracture surface roughness is

idealized in terms of asperities assumed to be of triangular cross section of

height, h, base, W, and all asperities are assumed to be equal in size. The

failure to close produces a corresponding residual displacement, The final

relationship is:

K c o YX

S- 1(10)

''C
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where y is the roughness factor and x is the ratio of Mode I to Mode II

displacements. The value of y estimated from surface .;oating and, profilo-

metric studies when substituted into Equation (10) together with the

experimentally determined Kclo and K values, give' a value of x or'mode II
max

displacement, u1IIIwhich is consistant with the experimental examination of

crack tip motion using stereoimaging procedure. "'his is how the model is

validated.

It should be noted that roughness induced closure can occur

only if R < V/-6ma and this happens when the 6 exceeds the scale of
max min

roughness, h. The symbols 6 and 6 efer to the crack tip displacement
max min'

at the maximum and the minimum loads, re,:pectively.

Such a concept of closure may be useful in explaining why
aXth is higher and da/dN just above the threshold regime is lower in coarser

grained or lower strength material [11,12]. For such materials would give

rougher surface and therefore higher y. It can similarly explain why

introduction of a soft phase In a duplex microstructure increases AKth. The

soft phase causes the crack pat*, change direction frequently producing higher

roughness induced closure. It may also expiain the lower AK and higher
th

da/dN in short c.-ack (with crack length < grain size) as compared to those

observed in the case of long cracks. For a short crack, closure is expected

to be much less [11,12] slace the roughness is yet to develop.

3
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The roughness and the single asperity models are derived

from simlar considerations. Some of the difficulties of the single and the

spring clip models were pointed out earlier. In the case of the roughness

model, more comprehensive and direct experimental measurements are required to

V clearly establish the validity of the model. But it seems that most of the

p•ints made earlier with regard to the single asperity model are also valid

when one examines the roughness model. Some discussion would be appropriate

as regards the first point made.

In the case of the roughness model, it is reasonable to

assume that the mode II displacement, ull, is microscopic and not global and

therefore, it can be accommodated by regions local to the crack tip; for if

the displacement is global, it would give very large and an absurd value cf

the extent of closure, such as 6a/a m 1. Thus, ull may not be observable at

distance much behind the crack tip. In that case, the distance behind the

crack tip over which contact between asperities transfer compressive stresses

due to the presence of Mode II displacement, becomes an important factor.

Obviously, this distance must be long enough to distribute the compressive

force generated by non-closure so that the stress level in the asperity are

sufficiently low that they survive battering. On the other hand, this

distance should be consistent with the extent of closure observed in an

experiment. This is an important aspect and needs to be ascertained while

verifying the proposed roughness model.

I3
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An examination of the fractured surface of a fatigue crack

shows a battered appearance; the sharp edgea one sees in the asperities of

a monotonically loaded fracture surface are not usually observable in a

fatigue fracture surface. On the other hand, one should note that large

facets are present on the fracture surfaces obtained in the fatigue threshold

regime. However, their presence neither guarantees that large mode II

displacement have been experienced by the cracked body nor is it proof that

the asperity induced mechanism of closure is operative. The mode II displace-

ment and its distribution behind the crack length should be measured using

suitable experimental technique to ascertain its role in asperity induced

closure.

In a recent investigation [4], fatigue crack growth of

Ti-Al alloys have been studied at room and elevated temperatures in air,

vacuum, and argon in which crack closure was also determined. It was concluded

that the crack closure mechanism is related to the macroscopic surface

topography. The surface topographies of the different fractured specimens

were examined and one can estimate that the asperity heights are in the range,

of hundreds of microns. Such asperity heights are three to four orders of

magnitude higher than the roughness contemplated in the three asperity

induced models outlined above.

Indeed, the roughness induced closure needs improved

foundations of experimental and analytical work.
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2.3 OXIDE INDUCED CLOSURE

Paris et al. [201 was the first to speculate that in a reactive

environment, a freshly created fatigue fracture surface oxidizes and builds

up corrosion product. According to them, this causes crack tip interference

which effectively impedes crack growth in a manner similar to that described

Z by Elber's crack closure mechanism. A similar argument was used by Stewart

[211 to explain his experimental results on environmental effects. Following

a similar approach, Ritchie, Suresh, and Moss [13] postulated the concept of

oxide induced closure.

The oxide induced closure arises when the corrosion products having

a thickness (typically several microns thick) comparable to the size of the

crack tip opening displacement, build up near the crack tip and as a result,

wedge-open the crack at K > Kmin. Accordingly, during the closing portion

of the cycle, contact between fracture surfaces will occur earlier, thereby

raising closure loads and correspondingly reducing AK eff [13,14]. Like

* asperity induced closure, oxide induced closure is observed at low growth

rates (da/dN < 10 mm/cycle) associated with near threshold condition at

low load ratios under the so called plane strain condition (7-12]. Such a

S! mechanism of closure [13,14,21] can explain some surprising observations

relating to the effect of environment on da/dN and AKth.

Figure 12 illustrates how the oxide deposits formed on freshly

- exposed surfaces at the crack tip in a moist environment can effectively

4 wedge-close the crack at stress intensities above Kmin and how such a
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00,

One must note that oxide induced crack closure does not play a

primary role in the near-threshold crack growth behaviour of 2021-T6 and

2024-T3 and peak-aged 7075-T6 aluminum alloys [22], where the thickness of

oxide Is small coa,• red to the CTOD. This is also true for high strength

steel [231 where it has been reported that the crack growth rates in regime

just above the threshold are slower in hydrogen or agon as compared to in

air. There are also instances such as in overaged 7075-T7 aluminum alloy

where the oxide formation is significant and comparable to CTOD leading to

crack arrest although AK th is unepectedly low. This has been attributed to

the concurrent action of oxide induced closure and hydrogen embrittlement [221,

A few comments on the oxide induced closure mechanism aze in order.

As is to be expected. oxide induced closure plays a major role only
inl• specil'ic combination~s oi material and environment. However, th same

material when exposed to an tnvironment which produces no oxide, doos indeed

exhibit finitew K value. Also, it WW been stated 4] thut utiless plasticityop

induced closure or mode 11 rubbing produces the iretting contact, no oxide

formation or oxdide induced closure can tLake place. Thus. wheroos plasticity

and asperity inducad mechanisma . produce closure in till ins|ances, the

oxide Inducod mechanisa produces additional closure only in specific int•tces.

The experimental obNervations 11.3,14,21.221 reported, qualitatively

.utport the the main postulates of the oxide induced closure zechuanism.

11owever, no quantitative wodol iterrelatiag K with oxide thickness and its
up

protporties has been pr~oposed. One can conceive that such a model could be
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! along lines similar to the single asperity model. However, the difficulties

in such a model as pointed out earlier, has to be kept in mind. Nonetheless,

at present, the understanding of oxide induced closure is not adequate to

predict or calculate the contribution of oxide formation to K

One must also note that experimental verification of the extent of

closure and the residual stress distribution which are characteristic of

oxide induced closure have not been investigated and verified. For instance,

oxide induced closure should exhibit a residual s.ress distribution similar to

the one reported in Figure 9, although this has not been ascertained.

2.4 COMMENTS ON THE MECHANISMS OF CLOSURE

From the above discussion, the differences between plasticity induced

closure on the one hand and the asperity and oxide induced closure on the

other, are quite obvious. First, the nature of the residual stress distri-

bution r;.ar the crack tip are expected to be quite different (see Figures 5

I and 9). Second, the asperity and the oxide induced closure mechanisms apply

to situations where plasticity, AK.. K max, da/dN, and the extent of closure

that is Aa/a, are all very small. Presumably, plasticity induced closure

applies to the opposiLte ec-tuation. However, it is interesting to recall a

- ao point made earlier: plastic zone formation is essential fot the generation

of alosure by the oxide induced mechanism, even though the plasticity under

such circumstances is extremely limited. The role ot plasticity is considered

to be secondary in asperity induced closure. However, a plastic wake farms

even if the Kma value is low and the plastic wake will produto the

-- ax
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I
characteristic compressive residual stress pattern and the crack opening

stretch at the crack tip. Neither the oxide nir the asperity induced closure

mechanism takes into account the presence of such residual stresses.

One of the m&jor discrepancies in plasticity induced closure is that

K is observed tc be practically indepenuent of K even when the plasticity
op max

is not negligible. An increasing K should increase the size of the mono-
max

tonic and reverse plastic zone. Therefore, it is not the reversed plasticity

near the crack tip but the integrated effect of the residual displacement

produced by the plastic zone and the wake, which plays the predominant role

in determining closure. Similarly, contrary to expectations, K is observedop
to be independetit of Kmax even at KI levels where asperity and oxide induced

mechanism are assumed to be inapplicable. Thus, a mild dependence of Kop

on K is not necessarily a characteristic of oxide or asperity induced
max

closure. On the other hand, the observation that K decreases with
op

incresaing Ouy even at very low K max/Y levels of loadiag indicates that

asperity and 4xide induced closure are either dependent of crack tip plasticity

v, alternativoly, the mechclvists play only a small role in producing crack

closure.

In evaluating the effect of K on da/dN, it is assumed that a
op

fatigue crack cannot grow as long as it remains closad. This, in turn, is

based on the asatoption that Latigue crack growth rate is generated by the

strenoth ot the singularity or rather the stresses and strain around the

crack tip. Since the stresses aud strains near the crack tip are comprehen-

sively represented by K, K becomes the crack driving force for the growth of
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a fatigue crack. In a Cyclic loading situation, one would then expect

alternating levels of K or AK to be the crack driving force and this then

would control da/dN. Since there is no detailed micromechanism interrelatil

da/dN with AK level and material properties, the constants A and n in

Equation (1), which represent material behaviour, are based on empiricism an

have to be obtained from experimental measurement.

It is clear from the above discussion that the exact mechanism by

4 which AK controls da/dN is not known. Therefore, the role of the diffetent

patterns of residual stress distribution obtained through the different

mechanisms in influencing da/dN is hard to analyze and predict. However,

one can speculate that a residual compressive stress distribution at the

crack tip produced by plasticity induced closure, effectively decreases K
max

and thus lowers AK. On the other hand, the residual tensile stresses at the

crack tip produced by the asperity or oxide induced closure increases Kmin'

In either case, AK would be decreased even though alternative schemes
* eff

of closure produce opposite patterns of residual stress distribution. Such

an explanation can provide the rationale for decreased da/dN due to K
• op

corresponding to two opposite patterns of residual stress distribution.

The above rationalization appears too simplistic since it is well

known that fatigue crack growth rate is a more sensitive function of K

than Ki 5n. In fact, this is evident from a close examination of the usual

date showing increasing da/dN with increasing R for a given value of AK.

* Thus, a decrease in K value due to residual compressive stress (produced
;' rmax

by plasticity induced closure) cannot produce da/dN which is the same as that
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obtained by an increase in K due to residuai tensile stress (produced by
Imi

asperity or oxide induced closure). Thus, the above rationalization is not

consistent with the observed dependenLe of experimentally determined da/dN on

K , ,and K

max min

There is another point with regard to the asperity and the oxide

induced mechanisms which needs careful examination. If K decreases da/dN
op

by increasing Kmjn as implied by these mechanisms, one would then expect

da/dN to be independent of varying K in an experimental situation where
min

K > Kmin and K is held constant. This is not observed to be true [67].
op mn max

Thus, the manner in which the two opposite patterns of residual stresses as

woll as the two different schemes of closure decrease da/dN is rather

confusing.

Notwithstanding the discussion above, one can formulate roughness

and oxide induced closure models, wherein the additional residual displacement

ind the wedging action produced by roughness or oxidation, is not localized

-ust behind the crack front but is spread evenly over the whole length of the

fractured surface, Such a distribution of displacement will produce a

residual compressive stress pattern over the crack faces and ahead of the

crack which is identical to that produced in the case of plasticity induced

mechanism and accordingly, plasticity, asperity, and oxide induced mechanisms

will then produce identical effects on da/dN, thus resolving the discrepancy

discussed above. Based on such a formulation of asperity and oxide induced

closure, K can be calculated by using methodologies normally adopted for
op

plasticity induced closure mechanism discussed later in Section 5, wherein

thu microstruztural roughness parameters and the volume generated by

oxidation could be the additional inputs.
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"•i •One can possibly use back face strain gage together with the CMOD

technique to determine the residual stress pattern corresponding to a given

mechanism of closure. The measurement of residual strain at the front and

baek of the centre crack panel specimen at zero load would indicate the nature

of residual stress distribution which is characteristic of a given mechanism

of closure. In the case of CT specimen, one has to measure the strain also

at the intermediate points in the ligament to ascertain the pattern of

residual stress distribution.

"In the case of plasticity induced closure, it may be necessary to

distinguish between the role and the effect of plastic wake and the monotonic

plastic zone in producing closure. The former probably produces bulk closure

behaviour, generates a large extent of closure and residual displacement, and

is easily detectable. On the other hand, the latter probably produces local

closure, generates a small extent of closure and residual displacement, and

requires sensitive technique for its detection. la a constant amplitude test,

the role and the effect of these two closures may not be distinguishable but

in a situation where an overload is applied, the dip.tinction between the role

and effect of these two closures would be quite obvious.

Finally, one must note that asperity and oxide induced closures

operate only in the near threahold regime. There are no models for oxide

induced closure and the models proposed for asperity induced closure are in

their preliminary stage and require validation through systematic experimental

measurement. Thus, these closure models cannot be used for calculation of

closure in a component even though roughness and oxide induced closures are
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feasible. On the other hand, the closure observed at higher K levels car, be

calculated only on the basis of plasticity induced closure, The approaches

used for such calculation to predict closure in a precracked body are examined

in Section 5.

i

'I
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF CLOSURE

The determination of closure is based on the measurement of one or

more of the parameters such as: displacement, electrical potential, strain

gage output or transmitted ultrasonic intensity from the specimen, as the

load increases or decreases. The point of transition in the plot of one of

these parameters against load is identified as closure. It is not easy to

identify the transition point in such plots with certainty. Often the last

fraction of opening during the loading phase of the cycle can be rather

difficult because closure produces compressive forces which are larger near

the crack tip (see Figure 5).

Some investigators consider the transition point as the minimum

stress intensity factor above which the crack is fully open and therefore

identify it as the lowest point at which the plot becomes linear (marked K

in Figure 15). Others draw two tangents on the plot - one corresponding to

the minimum load and the other corresponding to the fully open crack. As

shown in Figure 15, the point of intersection of the two tangents, that is

Kct, gives the load at closure. The advantage of the tangency method is that

- it gives consistency between the closure values obtained by two different

techniques when simultaneously used in a specimen.

The transition point determined during load and unloading usually

occurs at the same load but some investigators prefer to determine the

transition point from the plot obtained during the unloading phase. It was

pointed out in the introduction that the transition point can be identified

with less difficulty if one generates a load-offset displacement plot instead

of the usual load-displacement plot.
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The other way to conveniently identify the closure load is to use a

more sensitive instrumentation technique. It is argued that since the near

tip region of the crack is last to open during loading, the displacement

measured at points close to the crack tip would have a larger contribution

from closure and therefore, such a measurement is expected to reveal the

transition point more clearly. This has indeed been the rationale for the

use of Elber type gages as well as the strain gages near and ac:oss the crack;

for all these measurements can be made at points close to the crack tip.

The thickness averaged global closure behaviour has been determined

by techniques such as CMOD, back face strain gage, electrical potential, and

ultrasonics. But even the techniques such as the Elber gage or strain gages

bonded across the crack or near the crack tip as referred to above, could give

thickness averaged global closure behaviour if the distance between the

location at which the displacement is measured and the crack tip is large

compared to the depth of the curved crack front, the plastic zone size, and

the specimen ligament.

As pointed out earlier in the introduction, the closure behaviour

determined from the displacement measured at points very close to the crack

tip would exhibit a trend which is quite different from the thickness

averaged global closure behaviour. It was also pointed out in Section 2.1

that the residual stress may vary across the thickness near the crack tip

and exhibit a complex pattern due to preferential plastic flow in the surface

layers of the specimen and due to the presence of a curved crack front at the

interior of a specimen. Accordingly, the closure behaviour based on the

measurement at the surface and those at the interior of the specime near

the crack tip are expected to be different from each other.



The more successful techniques for the determination of closure

based on the near tip surface measurements are the metho4s based on optical

incerferometry. These can measure displacements localized over small areas

(say gage lengths less than 0.5 =') with a precision better than 0.5 pm.

In addition, one can use the technique of surface replication followed by

SEM observation to determine near tip surface closure behaviour. if the

depth of crack tunneling, the plao3tic zone size, and the ligament length are

large, the difference between the interior and surface closure behaviours is

easily detectable. In such cases, techniques such as small strain gages glued

either across the crack or near the crack tip or Elber gages mounted very near

the crack tip can also give closure behaviour which ',as a significant contri-

4i bution from the near tip surface displacement. For this, the gage length of

the strain gage or Lhe clip gage should be small compared to the dimension of

the plastic wake in the y-direction. The Kop values determined on the basis

of near tip surface measurements are usually greater than taickness averaged

global K values.op

At present, experimental observations are too meager to define

the dimension over which the near tip closure effects would be observed.

Obviously, such dimensiou would depend on the depth of curved crack front,

plastic zoe size at the specime•n surface, and the depth of penetration of

plastic zone across the thick•eoss and the ligament of the apocimetx.

As discussed earlie: In S.ction 2.1, the residual stress in the

interior near the crack tip is tensile and therefore, the closure would be

observed at a lower load level in the interior as compared to at the surface.

Only a few investigations have been carried out to determine the closure
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at the interior and the following techniques have been used for the purpose:

i Ioptical interferometry in transparent specimen, the measurement of closure

before and after the removal of a surface layer, and the push rod gage

technique.

' The thickness averaged bulk closure behaviour would be primarily

influenced by the residual stress pattern across the width of the precracked

body. But this closure behaviour could a'so be influenced to some extent by

the pattern of residual stre3s across the thickness near the crack tip. In

fact, one can visualize that the closure of the last part of the crack could

be influenced by the residual compressive stresses in the surface layers,

particularly when the crack front is significantly curved. It has been

observed that the closure effects determined on the basis of near tip surface

measurements are higher than thickness averaged global closure. Similarly,

it has also been shown that K at the surface is higher than that observed
op

at the interior. However, whether the near tip interior K corrresponds to
op

the thickness averaged global closure is not conclusively established.

The above discossion concerns constant amplitude loading where the

bulk and local closure behaviour could be identical as pointed out in

Section 2.4. It was proposed that application of a single cycle overload

could produce two closures - representing the global and thi 'local'

behaviours, respectively,. The term 'lcasl' refers to the average near tip

closure behaviour and probably corresponds to the upper closure point reported

by some investigators [321. One ean speculate that in a specimen of

intermediate thickness, one would observe some difference between the local',
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the near tip interior, and the near tip surface closure behaviours.

Possibly, the offset displacement procedure technique could be developed

and standardized to determine local closure behaviour. This prospect will

also be examined in this section.

In this section, the different procedures for closure determination

will be discussed under three sub-headings.

1. Thickness Averaged Bulk and Local Closure Behaviour

2. Near Tip Surface Closure Behaviour

3. Near Tip Interior Closure Behaviour

3.1 THICKNESS AVERAGED BULK AND LOCAL CLOSURE BEHAVIOUR

The following techniques are used for the determination of the

thickness averaged bulk closure behaviour.

1. G?4D Gage (3,24-32]

2. Strain Gage (3,27,28,33-371

3. Ultrasonics [12,38-41,521

4. Povtntial 4ifcereace [3,4,28,30,42-46,60,651

_ 't .: .



j 5. Special Displacement Gage [2,3,6,281.

While using the special displacement gages such as giber and Nowack

gage or strain gages bonded across or near the crack tip to determine

thickness averaged bulk closure behaviour, one must remember that the location

of such gages has to be far behind the crack tip so that the gage outputs are

not influenced by the presence of curved crack front or through-the-thickness

yieiding at the siirrace layers or surface strains near the crack tip.

The thickness averaged local closure behaviour could be determined from

CMOU gage output using offset displacement technique.

3.1.1 CID Gage

The displacement is meo•ured from a clip gage mounted across

the notch mouth and located either at the load-line or at the cracked edge

(in case of s•ngle edge-cracked speci",). A plot of the type shown i.U

lFigure 15 is obtained from which the transition point can be identified.

The standard CHOD gage. the fixtures used for locating the gage into the

speciwen, and other detail. of the related instrumentaitiot are described3 in

the sgtandards (ASTM E399 or E647). As pointed out earlier, the transition

point can be more clearly identified from a load veraus differential

displacetmat plot (see F-igure Zb). Such a tochitique has been u4ed by aeveral

investigators (3.31,32,681. The bauic idea of thw measurement of the off set

displa.eme;t is d cuased below.
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, When the specimen is fully open, the displacement, V, is

related to load, P, linearly through

I

V CF 11

where C is the compliance of the specimen. However, the P-V plots have

nonlinearity which can be represented by the offset displacement as given by

AV (V-CP) (12)

where 'g' is the gain of the amplification and AV gives the nonlinear part

of the displacement or the offset displacement. Thus, at loads higher than

thc closure load, AV - 0 and a plot of P-AV is a vertical line (see Figure 2b).

At loads less than the closure load, the P-AV plot is nonlinear. The point of

transition from linear to tionlinoar gives the closure load. Accordingly. the

closure load can be identified with a higher sensitivity and less subjective

error from such a plot. Offset displacement cal be obtaiaed using atialog

circuitry or digital data in a microprocessor.

It cannlot be overemphasized that thr wccuracy of the P-A•V

plot delpends prinarily oil the ac.uracy of the measurmeint of tlhe load and the

dispiacpeet. Accordingly. the errors In displaceMent measurement due to the

aisalignmnt anod friction in the loading fixture or cleviM aod the clip gage

-- pport hlis to be minimized. (he can uW clevis with ball bearings 132,1411

and special $upport point for the clip gage 131 to achieve this.

I
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In addition, one must note that the identification of the

closure load has some inherent uncertainty. The minimum stress intensity

fdctor at which the P-V plot is linear J.f identified as the closure point

(marked K in Figure 15) would be somewhat higher than the closure point

identified by the tangency technique (marked K in Figure 15). One can use

ct

a regression analysis to determine K• from the P-V plot. But a small amount

of inherent nonlinearity in the upper part will introduce uncertainty in

determination cf the true K from P-V test record. Because of higher
op

sensitivity of P-AV test records, K• determined from such a record could be

higher than that obtained from the P-V test record (see Figure 15).

If one uses P-AV plot, the identification of closure is

easier, but even this procedure is not free from some degree of uncertainty.

Figure 15 gives an idealized representation of the P-AV plot. The actual

4 P-AV test records tend to develop a loop area since the signal AV is

amplified in such records. To generate P-AV plots, one normally uses a

value of C in Equation (12) corresponding to that experimentally observed at

loads which are higher than P hut which are somewhat less than P max. As a

result, the P-AV plots are curved as illustrated in Figure 16. The identifi-

cation of K from such test records would be unambiguous, only if the upper
op

part of the P-AV record i a straight line. But the upper part of the P-AV

test record always tends to curve. The origin and interpretation of this

curvature are discussed next.
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It is obvious from Figure 16 that at low load levels, that

is between the points marked A and B, the bulk of the crack opens up as the

load increases and the curve bends clockwise. At intermediate load levels,

jthat ig between B and C, the curve is nearly vertical and this facilitates

identification of K as shown in Figure 16a. However, uncertainties in the•. op

identification of K from the plots of the type reported in Figure 16a can

arise if the amplification is high or if the plasticity is large for they

tend to decrease the interval between B and C and increase loop area. As

the load increases further, the P-AV test record again bends clockwise between

C and D due to one or more of the following reasons.

1. Incremental growth of plastic zone

2. Crack extension

3. 'Local' opening of the crack near the tip

4. Misalignment and out of plane bending

If crack extension is absent and incremental growth of plastic zone is

negligible, as happens after a single cycle overload, and the misalignment

L and out of plane bending effects are negligible, the clockwise bend in the

SP-AV test record in the region C to D would indicate a local opening of

the crack. Thus, an identification.of the local or an upper (32] closure

behaviour from the P-AV test record is possible. However, In the case of

constant amplitude loading, such identification would be erroneous.
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I{ On the other hand, a P-AV test record of the type shown in

Figure 16b shows that the curve in the region between C to D bends counter-

clockwise. Such a test record is encountered quite often, both in constant

and variable amplitude loadings. The counterclockwise bend indicates that

the crack is closing as load increases. Since a crack cannot close with

increasing load, a counterclockwise bend in the upper part of the P-AV test

record (that is between B and D in Figure 16b) occurs due to friction and

misalignment as stated earlier.

Even if one eliminates misalignment and friction, the

vertical part of P-AV test plot tends to bend in a clockwise manner due to

the growth of plastic zone at large K/a )ý values or due to further openingY

of the crack at the 'local' opening point. The determination of K is
op

* difficult if the curve bends either in a clockwise or a counterclockwise
ft

manner. Finally, at higher amplification or higher K/0 X value, the loop
Y

areas are excessive and this tends to further complicate the identification

of Ko. Thus, some amount of arbitrariness is unavoidable if one uses P-V
op

or even the P-AV plots, for the identification of closure.

K , as identified from the P-AV test record, need not
op

correspond to K or K obtained from the P-V plots. And, the question as
R. ct

to which of these - that is K and K - more appropriately represents
ct

_ I closure is, therefore, not significant. If the specimen has a curved crack

*1 front, then the crack tip at the interior may be open at a stress intensity

* factor less than K . One the other hand, there is every likelihood that at

op

K - Kct, the last fraction of the crack might not have opened up, even in a

constant amplitude loading situation. In a hi-lo load sequence, in addition,

one ha6 to also consider the possibility of a local closure.
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ciu: CMOD gage is an attractive, convenient, and popular

Stechnique for the determination of thickness averaged Ko since most often

Sone hsto dtriecompliance oftespecimen during fatigue cakgrowth

studies. Even though using such a technique together with the offset displace-

ment procedure enables one to achieve a highly sensitive detection of the last

fraction of crack opening, the techniques need further improvement and

standardization with regard to specimen alignment and minimization of friction

at the clevis pins and at the clip gage support. In addition, further

investigation is required to properly interpret the various features of a load

versus offset displacement plot so that the occurrence and the identification

of an upper closure point [321 can be properly ascertained.

3.1.2 Strain Gage

In order to measure thickness averaged bulk closure behaviour,

strain gages can be bonded to the specimen at various locations, A, B, C, and

D in Figure 17. A commonly used location is on the back face of a specimen,

marked A in Figure 17. The strain gage at D straddles the crack and only the

ends of the gage length of the strain gage are bonded onto the lower and

upper part of the specimen across the crack. The middle part of this strain

gage is unbonded. In all cases, the signal from the strain gage is recorded

against load. One can then use either the criterion of deviation from

linearity or the intersection of tangents to determine the closure load.

t
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The back face strain gage technique usually gives results

which agree well with those obtained from CMOD gage unless the crack length

is very short. Besides, the back face strain gage shows less hysterisis.

Therefore, back face strain gage technique is widely used for the determination

of closure.

The strain gage mounted at location B, C, or D (see Figure

17) can also give thickness averaged bulk K if the strain gage is large and

is not located very close to the crack tip. In fact, K results obtained
op

from such measurements are also in excellent agreement with those obtained

from CMOD.

There are stress-free regions in a precracked specimen,

particularly at points which are behind the crack tip but just above and

below the crack. Thus, a strain gage located at such points may not

experience any strain, therefore, it gives either nt. erroneous closure

(3,341. It was observed that strain gage of 1x2 m. located with its centre

at a/W - 0.5 in a B - 4 = and W - 50 = CT specimen at a point 3 mm above

the crack faces can sense the closure over the whole range of 0.4 < a/W < 0.65

(34]. There could be other locations also in the plane of the specimen.

The strain gage, particularly at the back face, has

advantages over the CAOD clip gage for the determination of closure. Xf

proper strain gage procedure is followed, one can dispense with the problems

of friction at the clip gage support. Besides, at high frequencies and high

temperatures, strain gage technique has sow. obvious advantages in determining

"closure.
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3.1.3 Ultrasonics

As the crack closes, the acoustic resistance of a specimen

changes and, therefore, the intensity of the ultrasonic signal reflected from

or transmitted through a fatigue crack changes as closure takes place. The

basic scheme of the technique is illustrated in Figure 18a. A schematic plot

of the load versus transmitted ultrasonic intensity is shown in Figure 18b.

In this figure, P op based on deviation from linearity and Pct based on

tangency method, give two different closure loads.

However, ultrasonic methods do not always give closure loads

which agree with those obtained from CMOD or strain gage techniques. It is

reasoned that the asperities on mating crack surfaces slide past one another

and the contact between the asperities keeps the crack surfaces acoustically

closed even though it is mechanically open 128,46]. The sliding is introduced

due to the presence of mode 11 which, in turn, is produced either due to

specimen misalignment or crack branching. flowever, ultrasonic techniques.

unlike the eiectricial potential technique, can be used even if the specimen

surfaces are oxidized (121.

The ultr~sonic Lechnique haIa beenl successfuLly and consistently

used by oue group of workers (38-41). However, the expectence of some others

wiLh rtgard to this technique is not so satisfaetory (52).
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3.1.4 Potential Difference

I A

- The electrical resistance of a specimen changes as the

crack closes. This principle as applied in the potential difference technique

is illustrated in Figure 19. A constant current source supply or a constant

voltage source together with a resistor in series with the specimen, can be

used to feed the current probe. The resultant signal across the potential

probe is am-lified and recorded. One can use the offset procedure to obtain

offset output and examine the load-offset output plot for a more precise

identification of closure [3],

Since the output signal from the specimen is small, necessary

precaution against thermal drift is essential. Also, it is reported [31 that

potential could be measured across the potential probe position I or 2 (see

Ai Figure 19). The tangential technique could be used to identify closure point.

However, one must note that potential difference technique

gives results which do not agree with those obtained from CMOD or back face-

strain ,a3ge, not only for titanium alloys [28,65], but also for steel 13,60].

"This discrepancy could arise due to different reasons (281.

First, a tenancious and insulating oxide layer forms when the

specwimn is cyclically loaded in air and this prevents electrical contact and

closure detection even when there is mechanical contact and the load is

transferred across the crock surfaces. Second, but an opposite reason, is

that when a specimen is cyclically loaded in vacuum, the asperities on the
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Figure 19. Determination of Closure Using DC Potential Drop Technique.
1-1 and 2-2 - Potential Probe Position and 3-3 - Current
Probe Position (3].
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mating fracture surfaces may slide and make electrical contact withoutI effectively transferring load across the crack surfaces. Finally, plasticity

at the crack tip and varying contact resistance at the specimen/pin contact

can contribute to the potential drop measured. In fact, it has been stated

that the results of potential drop technique have to be interpreted with

extreme caution [2].

3.1.5 Special Displacement Gages

Special displacement gages such as single cantilever Elber

gage [6], Nowack gage reported in Reference [28], and twin cantilever gages

[31 have been developed for the measurement of displacement c :r small gage

lengths across the crack on the specimen surface and at points very close to

the crack tip. These gages have high sensitivity, exhibit low hysterisis,

and give P-V plots with higher slope change at the transition point for the

identification of closure. Thus, in the initial stages of closure studies,

they were widely used for the determination of closure. One can also use

load-offset displacement procedure (31 for a more precise identificaticn of

the closure point from the outputs of these gages.

As pointed out earlier, such displacement gages can be used

for the determination of bulk closure. But in situations where the depth of

crack front, plastic zone size, thickness, and width of the specimen are

relatively large, such displacement gages can be used for the doterminatioi

of near tip surface closure.
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In case of ordinary clip gages located near the crack mouth,

the displacement signals are large and therefore, closure which changes the

compliance of the specimen contributes only a small fraction of it. However,

if the displacements were measured over small gage lengths close to the crack

tip, the total displacement would be small and closure would make a large

contribution to the total displacement measured. As a result, the transition

point can be identified more easily [2,31.

It has been pointed out [62] that surface strains behind the

crack tip may influence the displacement values measured by special displace-

ment gages of small gage length and located very close to the crack tip and

this can affect the closure value somewhat. Thus, quch apecial displacement
gages should be used with cautLion On the ocher hand, i ha• also been

reported 131 that special displacement gages located near the crack tip gfve

closure values which are identical to thoze ob'caified by UOD or back face

strain gage technique.

3.2 Nti TIP SURFACE, CLOSUM : AV ).IJR

it has been poititkd out earlier that the spelcial displaement gages

or strain gages loare4- vry las" to the crack tLip can Weasure near tip

suriace cloaure bohavieo-r In cenaia crcumstances. Mvelover. the More

reliable %Ltlw for the measuretwut of near tip surface closure blhaviour

are the folloving:

I. lnterferomtric displacewut gage [49-54)
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2. Direct observation using SEM [3,7,8,9,47,mo,56,621

4
3. Optical interferometry [52,53,63,891.

3.2.1 Interferometric Displacement Gage (IDG)

d IDG is a laser based technique which measures the relative

displacement between two shallow reflecting identations located .05 to I mm

apart across the crack. The identatiors are produced by microhardness

indenter. The two interference fringe patterns form due to overlapping

diffracted laser beams. The motion of the fringe pattern is a measure of

the displacement. The resolution of the technique is 0.25 jm for a range of

400 pm; the corresponding error band is I percent. Since the gage length of

SIDG could be as small as 50 m, it can measure displacement within a very

. small region around the crack tip. Such measurements are bound to be

itnfluenced by preferential yielding through the thickness in the surface layer

and the prtes-nce of curved crack front and shear lips. This can indeed produce

a much strongor closure effect than exhibited by the typical bulk eaauremants

such as CV,11 or back face utrain gage techniques. Indeed, closure measured

[52,531 using IDG technique show the above trend, Howver, IlG r;asurementa

can also be influezced by surface strains near the crack tip 162).

IDG technique is pevorful since it is a non-contact method

so it hAs. All the advantages of avoiding friction, high tew-perature, or

-• 4&tvir.tkme•. One can nuzoically process the fringe date and obtain real

ttin e-mAsurctntLtt.. Its- use at t?,ý,,ýIt4?io fat behiod the crack tip can give

I reliable throqgh-he-dhickne•- 1tL closure behaviour.
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3.. Duirect U1.servation Using E

One of the convincing techniques for determining near Pip

surface closure is direct observation of a two stage replica taken of the

crack tip region of the specimen. The two stage replication consists of

I acelate tape, evaporation of gold on it, and the final support of the

replica using electrodeposited copper [8,9]. Almost a similar procedure

but different somewhat in the details, was used by another investigator [3].

Since the acetate has a resolution of .01 pm, displacements as small as

.01 pm can be measure l.

Replicas have to be taken at fixed loads: thus, several

replicas are required to determine the clo3ure load. However, the use of

replicas is a direct method of closure observation and if properly carried

out, is free from ambiguity of closure determination when other techniques

are sued.

A variation of this method consists of producing a fine

scratch mark running along the specimen surface at an angle to the crack 356].

As the crack opens, the scratch mark splits at the crack line and therefore,

shifts a certain distance along the x directinn. This shift can be related

to the crack opening. One can probably further modify this method to deter-

mine the near tip mode II displacement produced by the K component, if the

scratchns are marked at fixed intervals of say 50 pm or so. IL must be noted

that at a higher magnification, the crack changes path frequently and appears

to branch. Such change of path of crack propagation has been observed even

when AK was significantly higher than threshold [3]. In fact, at higher AK,
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the branches could be longer. It is doubtful if such extensive branching

occurs at the interior during constant amplitude loading. What, however, is

interesting is that a direct observation using SEM gives closure values which

agree very well with the CMOD or back face strain gage [3,621 which measure

bulk K values. On the other hand, one [3] of these two investigatorsop

observed that direct observation gives closure values which agree very well

with the closure value obtained from special displacement gage located very

near the crack tip whereas the othe• [62] reported just the opposite.

3.2.3 Optical Interferometry

The optical interferometry technique can be used to measure

the transverse displacement at points close to the crack tip. A collimated

beam of monochromatic light is directed through an optically flat quartz

plate positioned directly on the polished specimen surface. With load, the

specimen surface separates from the quartz plate and produces an optical

interference pattern. Knowing the fringe order, the transverse displacement

can be measured with a resolution of 0.25 pm at a given point at various

times during loading. A combination of the load-time and tvansverse

displacement time data gives load versus transverse displacement record from

which one can determine closure.

The optical interferometry gives results which agree very

well with those obtained by IDG technique. This is indeed interesting for

optical interferometry measurements can yield a displacement ahead of the

crack whereas IDG measures a displacement behind the crack tip. This supports

the viewpoint that there is probably a fair degree of continuity in the
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"distribution of residual displacement and compressive stresses across the

crack front. On the other hand, these K mcasurements do not agree with K
op op

obtained from CMOD gages. This is to be expected. However, what appears

confusing is that the replication of crack tip followed by direct observation

under SEM give K which agree well with CMOD gage [31.

OP

The use of optical interferometry for the determination of

closure is limited but could be useful if one were to investigate the trans-

verse displacement together with closure.

3.3 NEAR TIP INTERIOR CLOSURE BEHAVIOUR

The investigation of near tip interior closure behaviour is very

limited. The following four techniques have been used:

1. Closure measurement before and after the removal of successive

surface layers [2]

I1 2. Push rod displacement gage technique (65]

3. Vacuum infiltration technique (64]

4. Interferometric technique in transparent specimen [58].
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3.3.1. Closure Measurement Before and After the Removal of Successive
Surface Layers

The closure was determined in a 10 mm thick 2024-T3 Al-alloy

specimen (W 100 mm, a = 12.7 mm) after successive removal of 1 mm surface

layers from each side [2). As can be seen from Figure 20a, K decreasedop
drastically when the first layer was removed. The lowering was much less

during subsequent removal but the lowering of K continued even to a reduced

thickness level of 4 mm when it reached 50% of its original value. On the

other hand, it can be noted from Figure 20b that closure measured on specimens

of different thicknesses prepared from the same material show that increasing

thickness decreases K [2]. Thus, the major part of the closure probably
op

originates from the preferential through-the-thickness deformation in the

surface layer. The presence of a curved crack front and the formation of

large shear lips could also contribute to such a marked thickness dependence.

Even though it is an interesting and straightforward technique, no similar

investigations have been reported.

Since electrical potential technique had been used to detect

closure in the iavestigation and the electrical potential technique is not

entirely satisfactory in determining closure, one can suspect the results

reported in Figure 20. But these results tend to agree with the result

obtained from interferometric technique in a transparent specimen (aee

S-ction 3.3.4) and also by others on metallic materials [591.
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3.3.2 Push Rod Displacement Gage

This technique has been developed and used to determine

closure at the interior of a thick specimen as well as at the interior of

the part through elliptical crack [43,65] in a plate. Figure 21 illustrates

the push rod aisplacement gage technique. The technique shows that closure

at the interior is less than that measured at the surface using a near tip

strain gage. These are interesting and important measurements and need

careful reconfirmation by other techniques such as removal of the surface

layer followed by a recheck of the closure behaviour at the first and subse-

quent cycles of loading.

3.3.3 Vacuum Infiltration Technique

% The use of vacuum infiltration technique [64] in a 2024-T3

Aluminum alloys has shown that the primary closure contact points are in the

center and within 1 mm of the crack tip, even though substantial shear lips

are present.

Based on the observed sharpness of fractographic features in

the shear lip and flat fraction region, it has been contended that closure

does not take place at the interior at all and is confined only at the shear

lips [621 of a very high strength steel (ay - 1677 MPa). These observations

contradict the results of vacuum infiltration technique. Probably, the

difference is related to the yield strength of the materials investigated.

*, .
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JINSET CI S

PPUSH-ROD

BACK FACE STRAIN

FATIGUE CRACK FRONT

--NEAR TIP STRAIN

Figure 21. Push Rod Displacem~ent Gage Technique for the Determination
of Near Tip Interior Closure of an Elliptical Crack [651.
Note that the Technique can also be Used for a Through-The-
Thickness Crack.
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43.3.4 Interferometric Technique in Transparent Specimen

Monochromatic light interference fringe patterns produced

at the fatigue crack during the loading of a transparent polymethylmethacrylate

CT specimen were examined [58] to provide three-dimensional measurement of

crack surface displacement with a resolution of 0.25 pm. In the unloaded

condition, the crack is closed at the surface of the specimen and also along

the curved front within the surface layers. But the crack is open at the

interior. The results suggest that the closure effect or K observed on
op

the specimen surface would be higher than those observed in the interior of

the specimen.

Whereas the results support the expected trend that KS~op

observed near the crack tip at the surface would be higher than those observed

at the interior of a specimen with a curved crack front, it must be noted that

a material such as polymethylmethacrylate undergoes viscous flow. Thus, one

may question the applicability of these results to an elastic-plastic material

such as a metal. Unfortunately, only one such investigation could be located

and such investigation cannot be carried out with metal.

3.4 COMMENTS ON THE DETERMINATION OF CLOSURE

Apart from the techniques discussed above, some other techniques --

such as photoelasticity (75], enlargement of photographs of the crack tip (74],

direct observation of the crack tip under optical microscope (36] and SEM [55],

fatigue crack growth tate at different R-values (48,761, and electron

fraccography [94] -- have also been used to determine closure.
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The more mature and established methods for the determination of

bulk closure appear to be based on the CMOD, back face strain gage, and the

use of a special displacement gage such as Elber gage. The value of K
op

determined by CMOD and back face strain gage technique tend to agree with

each other in most instances, However, with uncertainties and contradictions

in Kop determination being what it is, it is preferable to determine bulk

4 K , using simultaneously two different techniques. In fact, important
op

* aspects of closure behaviour should be confirmed by simultaneously using two

different techniques.

The offset procedure can be used to identify K from the signals

obtained from these three techniques. The offset displacement technique is

very sensitive and therefore, it can detect the last fraction of closure.

However, the determination of a thickness averaged 'local' closure behaviour

from the offset technique needs refinements of procedure. Even if such

refinements are accomplished, it is not clear if the local Xo determinedop

from the offset technique would differ from the near tip interior and surface

J K values.

In the case of plasticity induced closure, the difference in the

i I roles of the plastic wake and the crack tip plastic zone in producing closure

should be characterized, The offset displacement procedure can be improved

and developed to identify the distinction between the closures produced by

these two factors. The plastic wake probably produces bulk closure - whereas

crack tip plastic zone and reverse plasticity could have a predominant

influence on the local closure. The effect of reverse plasticity is important
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and should be visible in experiments where a high-low load sequence leads to

cracV, growth retardation; on the other hand, the effect of plastic wake is

probably relevant in the case of constant amplitude loading where the effect

on R on the da/dN has to be taken into account. In order to distinguish

between the two closures, one could machine the material in the plastic wake

by EDM and study the effect of its removal on closure detected by the offset

procedure on da/dN. This could also help ascertain the origin of the upper

and the lower closure points [321 wherein the former has been used to explain

overload retardation effects.

The offset displacement procedure using either a differential

amplifier or a microprocessor is sensitive and can easily identify the

transition point. However, some workers [31 tend to identify the closure

load at some point higher than the transition point. No definite procedure

is reported to identify such closure points and it appears arbitrary. The

offset procedure needs refinement and standardization to minimize the effect

of friction, misalignment, and out-of-plane bending. Besides, the

characterization of the load versus offset displacement plots and loops needs

to be standardized. In the absence of these, even a sensitive technique such

as offset procedure is not free from uncertainties.

The more attractive and reliable methods for near tip surface

closure measurements appear to be the techniques such as interferometric

displacement gage and replication followed by SEM measurements. Surface

closure is expected to be higher than the closure at the interior and this

has been confirmed by different investigators. However, to clearly
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distinguish between the two, the more reliable technique is t-he progressive

removal of surface layers from the specimen and the study of its effect on

closure. Such a method, even though laborious and slow, is quite worthwhile

in view of the contradictions in the closure behaviours reported by the

different investigators.

The push rod gage technique [43,65] appears to be an interesting

method of determining near tip interior closure behaviour, however, one has

to shift gage location as the crack grows and drill more holes in the specimen.

As pointed out above, the most certain method of determinin& the role of

surface versus near tip interior bulk closure is to machine surface layers

and measure closure by the offset procedure. Such an experiment can be used

to distinguish between the bulk, the local, the near tip interior, and the

near tip surface closure behaviours. In order to isolate the effects of a

curved crack front and that of the thickness, one could produce specimens with

a straight crack front using special notches (17].

Most of the closure determination studies report Ko. Yet, to
op

understand, characterize, and predict closure, it is essential to measure

the extent of closure and the residual displacement due to clo3ure. Only

a few studies report the extent of closure and residual displacement due to

closure.

The use of terms such as plane stress or plane strain is confusing.

In relation to closure studies, the experimental situations which correspond

to two distinct groups of behaviour need to be clearly ascertained. Thus,
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the effects of geometry, thickness, width and crack length on Kop, extent of

closure, and residual strain (or displacement) require a careful investigation.

During these investigations, the effect of machining of surface layers as

well as the material from the wake in a few selected instances would ascertain

and distinguish the closure at the surface and at the interior.
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4. PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY OF CLOSURE

In this section, some observations concerning the effect of

different variables on closure will be presented and discussed. Most of

these facts are experimentally determined and only a few are numerically

obtained. Most investigations report the effect of the different variables

on Kop Since the effect of the variables on the two aspects of closure, that
op

is, the extent of closure and residual displacement produced by closure are

rarely reported, the effects of these variables on K alone will be discussed.
op

The effects of some of these variables are extensively studied, yet some of

"them are hardly investigated. The effect of the following variables on Kop

.ar examined in this section:

! 1. K a, K 1M and R Under Constant Amplitude Loading

2. Overload

3. Short Crack Behaviour

4. Surface Crack Behaviour

* 5. Residual Stresses

6. ovi~ronmental Factors

7. •itcrostructural and Fractographic Features
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8. Material Properties

9. Size and Geometry

Elber [6] proposed that crack growth rates are determined by AKff

rather than by AK. Accordingly, various investigators have shown that the

effects of the stress ratio, hi-lo load sequence, the shorL crack, the

residual stresses, and environment on fatigue crack growth rate can be

suitably accounted for by substituting AKff for AK ýn the Paris-Erdogan

law - see Equations (1) and (2). The applicability of these equations and

their ability to account for the effects of these variables will also be

briefly examined at the end of the respective sections.

4.1 EFFECT OF K Km, AND R UNDER CONSTANT AMPLITUDE LOADING
max mi

In any fatigue loading Situation, the three variabl, K , Mn

and K are interrelated through R w K /K lovover, contrary to
mill Max'

Sexpectatiol. even in a relatively uimple. loading situation suc:h as constant

aqplitude loading, the three variables exert independent influencea on da/dN.

This showis the inherent complexity of fatigue. A careful exapination of

fatigue crack growth rate data shows that amongst these three variables.

- W has a very strong and positivo itnfluence on daldN In all types of
constant amlitude tests. On• the other hand. the influence of K1  on da/dN

ranges between zero to positive and that of R between zero to negative.

depending on the type of conatant amplitude test. It is likely then that

these three variables should algo nafluenco K ioependently; but the

influence of an indivIdtaal variable on K need not be identical to that onop

da/dN.
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The effect of R on da/dN obtained under constant amplitude loading

is shown in Figure 22. For a given AK, as R increases, da/dN increases.

Life prediction would be obviously simple if all the da/dN data for different

R values as reported in Figure 22 were to collapse to a single line.

Accordingly, several approaches have been used to achieve this. The

important ones amongst these are the empirical equations (13) and (14) given

below.

Forman Equation [781

da C (1n
dN (I-R)K - AK (13)

Walker Equation [2,791

da f[ Ae (14)
•:N (i-R)m

These equations have been used with some degree of success. However, in

recent times, the closure based concept is increasingly being used to achieve

the desired collapse of (Iota. The closure based concept is more popular since

the concept has a physical basis and can account for the effect of many other

variables on da/dN.

i ,Since the three variables are interrelated, the determination of

Kop couid be undertaken iu three different types of constant amplitude test

-ituations, as given belowi
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1 1. R is constant, K and K vary
2at mnd

2. K is constant, K and R vary

3. Kmin is constant, Kmax and R vary

Most of the investigations belong to the first type; only a few

investigations which belong to the second or the third type have been

undertaken so far. In fact, it appears that a comprehensive investigation of

the effect of all these three different types of tests on K has not been
op

carried out.

One must also note that most of the closure studies are carried out

under load control test conditions. In a load control test, P and P•i• 'max Pmin

are held constant and, therefore, K and K increase as the crack length
max min

increases. The K values obtained from such tests aie usually plotted
op

against Kmax presuming that a/W has no effect on Kop at constant P. In order

to ascertain that crack length has no effect on Ko, it is necessary to

perform K control tests. This will be discussed later.

In the subsequent paragraphs, the effect of R, Ku,, and K on
mmax

experimentally observed Kop during the three different test situations, are

discussed successively.
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4.1.1 The Effect of R and Kmin

.'

The effect of R on K has been studied by several investigators
op

[6,24,32,44,66,67,68,70] first amongst these being Elber [61 who proposed the

relationship

K -K
= max op =0.5 + 0.4 R (15)

K -K
max min

Substitution of AK U-AK and the Equation (15) in
eff

Equation (1) enables us to evaluate the effect of R on da/dN. Based on their

respective experimental results, Equation (15) has been modified by other

investigators to forms such as U .68 + .91 R [671 and U - .707 + .408 R 1701.

Also, it has been reported that the value of U ranges from as low as 0.4, to

as high as 0.85 for plane strain and 0.75 for plane stress [66,67]. Values

of U as high as 2 have been reported [70,731 in the literature. However, it

has been pointed out (125) that U values greater than I represent a contact

free crack surface and, therefore, haivc no physical significance in fatigue

crack growth.

Experimental data shows (63,69,70) above, that at a certain

value of R > Rc, further increase in R has no effect on da/dN. It is also

observed that at R ) R , K < Xn* To represent fatigue crack growth rate
C Op Mn

"using Equations (1), (2), and (15) at R > Rc, Kop is assus.ed to be equal to

K and, therefore, U - 1, and accordingly, Equations (1). (2). and (15)

give a da/dN which is independent of R as observed experimentally. However,
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it has also be argued [731 that by assuming U = 1 in situations where

K Kop < Kmin' one uses the same da/dN versus AKeff relationship even though

the crack tip opening ranges are quite different. And it has also been

reported [361 that at R > R , da/dN increases with increasing R. Thus, theC

effect of R on U and on da/dN is unclear.

Substitution of K - R.K in Equation (15) gives
mini max

K
2- 0.5 + 0. R + O.4 R2  (16)

K
max

Equation (16) should be independent of Kmax or K;min or, in

other words, Equation (16) should hold true for all the three different types

of tests. Howevor, as will be discussed in Section 4.1.2, K /K is
op max

observed to depend on K and a plot of K KX versus Kmax (or a/W) showsMAX op max a

a transition 129,321.

According to Equation (16), at constant K and positive RMax

values, K should increase with R and the minimum value of K /K shouldop op. max
be 0.5. On the other hand. K /K has been reported 124,31,32.43,52,65-681

op max
to be ranging Li values from 0.15 to almost 1, even at positive R ratios.

Yet contrary to all these, in a recent investigation, it has been

suggested that K op/Kmx is independent of R 132).
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Elbers original tests were performed with CCP specimens

prepared from aluminum alloys. It is hard to infer from these results to

what extent specimen size, material, the type of test and test control

parameters, and the method of K determination have influenced the trendsop

of K results reported above. Indeed, such discrepancies in the experimental

observations on K discredit a plasticity induced closure mechanism. However,
op

as will be discussed shortly, the discrepancies could have alternative

explanations.

In a recent investigation [671 where the tests were of the

second type, the effect of varying R and K on Kop has been investigated

at K constant. An examination of the data shows that a svenfold
max

increase in K and R, raises K only by 40%.
win op

4.1.2 The Effect of K
max

As regards the effect of Kx on K0op the bulk of the

investigations (3,6.29-34,44,48,66-68,.0.71,731 have been carried out using

type I test, where R is constant and both K max and Kmin vary. This is

achieved by a load control test where K and K increase as the crack
"AY mill

length increases. Such test results, diwti',ajs later, show avparently

three different patterns: (a) Ko /Kma is almost independent of K [3.6,

32.70] as shown in Figure 23a, (b) Kop is independent of Kmax at constant R,

even when K is In the Paris regime as reported in Figure 24 [4,31,34,481,max

and (c) Kop/Kmax decreases systematically as Kmax increases as shown in

Figure 25. Such results have been obtained by several investigators 110,18,

30,47,66,71,721, particularly when Kmax values are in the threshold region.
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The observation that K /K is independent of K at
op max Max

constant R and high K values (see Figure 23a) implies that K increasesSma x op

k iwith Km. Such an observation is consistent with the mechanism of plasticity
max

induced closure irrespective of whether K originates from the plastic wakeop

or the plastic zone ahead of the crack tip. However, as reported above, the

bulk K has also been observed to be independent of K at constant R andop max

high K values [4,311, particularly in a situation where the K ismax max

changed after the crack has grown with a certain history of loading. At low

R values, sometimes it undergoes transition [32] to a lower K /K value as

op max

shown in Figure 23b. Such a transition is aluo reported by others [29,32,661.

Usually, such results are obtained in a load control test when K is in the
max

Paris regime.

The history of loading probably has a strong influence on

K but this hls not been SysteMatically in1vestigadtd. If the prior history
op

of loading were to elert a major influence on the bulk K value, it is more
op

I -ely that tho main contribution to bulk K originates from the plastic
op

wake rather than the plastic zone ahead nf the crack.

It was pointed out while discusaini. the first pattern of

reaults, that in the Paris regit tests, K 10K undergoes a transition atop ma

higher a/W values (see Figure 23b). Such results are obtained under load

control and at higher K values with It - constant. If the plastic trake is
max

important in producing closure, then obviously, the crack length vis-a-vis

the length of the wake in relation to the spread of the wake in the y

direction should play a significant role in governing the K value. Theup

effect of even a fairly wide plastic wake could decrease if the wake is
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located at a far off point from the load line of the specimen. The

observed transition in the K /K value is, therefore, not inconsistent
op max

with plasticity induced closure. In view of the above, it is necessary to

isolate the effects of K and a/W in producing closure. Such isolation
max

is possible if closure is determined at different a/W values, in a test where

* K and R are held constant. Such an investigation can also help to evaluate
max

the effect of the plastic wake on K , a point which is particularly
OP

important in view of the observed dependence of plastic zone on a/W, recently

reported by several investigators ['1,121-124).

On the other hand, a systematic decrease in K /K with
op max

increasing K (see Figure 25) is considered inconsistent with Equation (16).
max

In fact, this unusual pattern of closure behaviour is cited as important

i: j •evidence that asperity or oxide induced closure is operative instead of

plasticity induced cltoure at low AK regions close to the threshold value.

While this logic appears r"asonable, one should not overlook the following

three points.

First, a clowe exat•intioti of the pattern of dvrekasil

K /K ma with increasing K of the type slowil in Figure 25 would itidicate

that KOp is either independent or is only mildly dependent ou Kmax. In fact,

this trend agrees with the recent observatios that K is practically indo-op

pendent of K In one of these studies 131.341, K.a or AK was increased
maxma

I ! by 100 to 200 and the crack was grown for considerable length. Even then

the change in bulk K was insignificant (see Figure 24). The results
op

reported in other studies 14,481 coafirs the above. Obviously. a change in
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K or AK changes the plasticity only at the crack tip; apparently, this
max

change has only a minor influence on K Even though plasticity induced
op

mechanism is discounted [4] since K is observed to be independent of Kop max

(see Figure 24), one should not ignore the possibility that bulk K probablyop

originates .rom the plastic wake, and the wake previously developed is loading

history dependent and such history effect on bulk K can override the effec.
op

produced by a change in a local crack tip plasticity during constant am"L':ude

SI loading for some duration of crack extension.

The second point concerns the very high K /K values
(i max

observed in the threshold regime. The K /K value is nearly equal to 1.op max

To determine threshold, one normally precracks at a higher load and once the

crack has grown outside .he notch field, the load-shedding is started in
order to determine AK Thus, the threshold test as usually run, produces

a characteristic plastic wake. The plastic wake established during precracking

loading history could coninue to determine K over a significant length ofop

subsequent crack extensiou during a threshold test. Under uch circumstances,

it Kop remains constant, KOp/Kmax could be nearly equal to I as Kmax decreases

during load shedding. If K is as significantly history dependent as-• op

speculawed here, could thore be a mirimtm 9 corresponding to Kth, as

postulated? Carefully conducteu experimentr may answer such a questimi.

The third point concerns the explanation of the observed

pattern that K op/Kmax decreases vith K x. As discussed above, most

threshold tests are conducted folloving a systematic load-shedding pattern

as crack lenagth increases. After the threshold it determined, if load is
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kept constant, the K value increases; but the initial plastic wake

produced at low K value during threshold tests, may continue to determine
max

K value for quite some distance, thus producing a low K /K at higher
op op max
K

max

Since the relative roles of plastic wake and monotonic

plastic zone in producing the closure at different a/W values is not known,

all the above discussion is speculative. But the main point is that one

should not ignore the effect of loading history, that is, the change in AK

or K with increasing crack length to suitably explain the observed facts
max

through plasticity induced closure phenomenon.

The reported differences in the effects of Kmax Kmin, and

R on K by the various investigators exhibit no systematic pattern. Aop

comprehensive experimental progranme can sort out the contradictions and

anomalies which partly originate from the method of determination, partly

from the type of tests, and partly from the raaterial, specimen Aize, and

"S geometry.

* 4.1.3 Normalization of da/dN Data Using K

Several investigators (2,6,66,68,70) have reported that the

effect of R on da/dN can be normalized if da/dN is plotted against

AK AKef K max-Kop instead of AK. One such result is reported in Figure 26.

Yet there are some others [(6,441 who report that crack closure cannot fully

account foi" the effect of R on da/dN.
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Indeed, it is intriguing that so many investigators find such good

"correlation between da/dN and LaK When one considers the wide divergence
eff,

in the observed effects of Km, R, and K on K , the inherent uncertainties
max min op

in the determ.nation of K , our ignorance as to which K (bulk, local,

interior, or surface) really controls da/dN, and the contradictions as to the

precise mezhanism by which closure decreases da/dN, AKeff appears to be a

rather powerful parameter. But to what extent a log-log plot with a

permissible acatt.;rbaud of 2 conceals any discrepancies that would have been

otherwise observed, is hard to say. On the other hand, it is clear that the

values of the constant A and m should change significantly if one were Lo

change the basis and approach to closure determinatiun. Under these

circumstances. A and m can. ha~ve hardly any physical significance even though

coaniderable rsearch is done to relate them to the basic material behaviour.

.natead of the anticipsated straightline, a plot of da!dN versus AK

is Fsometivtes reportedeto be curved - sometimes concave (2,66] and somtimes

convex with aharp bends [691. Thus, in such cases, obviously Equations (1)

'- and (•) fall to _epr",elet the da/dN dataý Thi question is, do these effects

manifest because closure is igtored- i the represeatation of such data. On

the other ha-id, the opposite question is.equally valid. lf fot a gwven

soet of datA$. a plot of da/dN versus 4K. yields a straightline. would a plot of

da/dN versus AKfalso produce a straightline?
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F 4.2 OVERLOAD EFFECTS [27,32,36,55,65,80-94]

I
The constant amplitude loading fatigue crack growth studies discussed

j in Section 4.1 are useful in understanding and characterizing fatigue crack

•i growth. However, what is encountered in service is variable amplitude loading
often with an ordered sequence such as a hi-lo sequence producing the so

- called load-interaction. This is referred to as at. overload effect and it

causes significant crack growth retardation. As a result of such effects, life

I prediction based on the crack growth data obtained through constant amplitude

loading can be ov.rly conservative. Thus, even though the characterization

of everload effects are most important for a precise life prediction, it is a

complex phenomenon and is not well-characterized. For the sake of simplicity,

in this section, the t;.scussion w..li primarily concern the overload effects

prodwced by a single cycle step-load even though other loading paLterns such

as block overloads, comprLasive loads in compression-tension load cycle, or

compressive loads in tensibn-compressive load also produce significant load-

iinteraction effects.

I The overload interaction effect is experimenrlily observed when a

load excursion in the form oý a aingle overload is ap;Iied during constant

amplitude fatigue crack growth at a baseline AK level. The effect o&' the

single cycle overload on 'a' versus N and da/dN versus 'a' at consýut AK

sad R is shown in Figure 27. Before the overload, the da/dN has a constant

value at region A. The overload has the following effects ot. da/dN- (1)

accelerated daldN due to everload fram the baseline level as in A (this

acceleration of da/dN is not shown in Vidure 27, since da/dN for a single

i10
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cycle is difficult to determine), (2) a short lived initial acceleration

of da/dN at the baseline AK immediately after the overload, as in B, (3) a

decrease in da/dN to a minimum as in C which is followed by an increase in

da/dN to the baseline AK level as in C through D, and (4) continued growth with

a da/dN value identical to that before the overload, as in D. Also indicated

in Figure 27 is Z, the delayed retarded zone and a*, the overload retardation

zone. Whereas several investigators [80,83,85,94] show that a* is nearly equal

to the overload plastic zone size, sometimes in plane strain and sometimes In

plane stress, many report (65,901 that a* is four to five times larger than

even the plane stress plastic zone size.

Several empirical models [95-98] have been proposed to explain the

overload effect. A comparison of the experimental data and the results of

calculations based on the models proposed by the various investigators are

shown in Figure 28. The agreement between the models and experiments is not

good. Part of this originates from the scatter in da/dN data. But basically,

the factors which cause the observed decrease in da/dN are not properly

understood.

Attempts have been made to explain the observed effects of the

overload using the following concepts: (1) crack tip strain hardening

199,100], (2) crack branching or deflection (19,88], (3) fracture surface

microroughness [191, (4) residual compressive stresses introduced due to

overload ahead of the crack tip (6,96], and (5) crack closure (2,27,32,65,85,

92,941.
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Even though crack tip strain hardening can explain some of the

observed overload effects, it has also been shown (801 that the phenomenology

of retardation behaviour is independent of whether the material is strain

hardening or softening during cyclic loading. Recently, crack branching has

been proposed to explain part if the observed retardation [19,88). But the

extent of such retardation could depend significantly on the geometry of

loading, such as the presence of a bending moment. The role of fracture

surface microroughness in producing closure and decreasing da/dN had been

examined earlier in Section 2.2. While microroughness can be expected to

play some role in producing closure at low AK values near the threshold region,

the specific combination of Kmax' UY, size, and geometry at which the role of

plasticity becomes negligible and the roughness plays a predominant role in

producing closure and retarding da/dN is not clear. Besides this, the

position is somewhat confusing. Because, whereas one group of investigators

[84] show that a rougher fracture surface produced by intergranular fracture

would decrease K and accelerate da/dN following overload, others [7-12]op

contend that roughness could produce more closure and decrease da/dN.

Residual compressive stresses ahead of the crack tip due to overload

plastic zone and behind the crack front due to the plastic wake are produced

by a mechanism discussed in Section 2.1. It is necessary to distinguish

between them conceptually, such as considered earlier in Sections 2.1 and 3.4

in terms of 'bulk' and 'local' closure. Experimentally also, one can possibly

distinguish between the two. The 'local' closure could be produced mainly

by the residual compressive stresses ahead of the crack and therefore, this

may play a predominant role in explaining overload retardation effects. On
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the other hand, under constant amplitude loading, the distinction between

the bulk and local K may disappear and the bulk K produced by the residual
op op

compressive stresses in the plastic wake behind the crack front is as good in

explaining the observed effect of R, Kmax, and K on da/dN.

An examination of Figure 27 would obviously show that in order to

explain the observed pattern of the change of da/dN following the application

of overload, AKff should increase at first, and K should decrease to

account for the short-lived initial acceleration of da/dN. The short-lived

initial acceleration marked B in Figure 27, is not observcd sometimes.

However, what always follows is a drop in da/dN to a minimum (see C in

Figure 27) followed by a continuous increase in da/dN till it reaches its

original value. These changes in da/dN should correspond to an increase in

K to a maximum followed by a gradual decrease to the original K prior
op op

to overload. Since plastic wake does not change with overload, it is

V difficult to conceive that closure produced by the plastic wake can give

rise to such initial sharp decrease and then a sharp increase in Kop followed

by its steady decrease. In fact, the bulk K is not observed to change
op

when Kmax is changed during overload [31], implying that bulk Kop probably

originates from the plastic wake. One, therefore, has to take into account

the role of overload plastic zone formed ahead of the crack in modifying the

residual stresses and displacement. The overload plastic zone can generate

residual compressive stresses which have no correspondence with the compressive

stresses in the plastic wake. It can, therefore, give rise to compressive

stress humps at the peak load spot as postulated [125,126,138] and directly

supported by the experimental measuremunts of near tip displacements [84] and

indirectly supported by the identification of an upper closure point [32].
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Even though overload retardation has been extensively investigated,

only a few investigators [80-94] have used the closure concept to explain the

observed effects. Only a few [27,32,65] have measured the K values beforeop

and after overload and correlated the resultant AK with da/dN. Figure 29
ef f

reports one such result where the agreement is good. More impressive are the

predicted versus observed da/dN preceeding and following an overload for a

thumbnail shaped part through crack on the surface of a specimen which, as

discussed later, has a pair of closure and da/dN values, one corresponding to

the surface and the other corresponding to the maximum depth point in the

interior. This is reported in Figure 30. Notwithstanding the above, some

have reported that K cannot account for the observed overload effects [44,
op

43,144].

There is an even more important contradiction. Some investigators

[85,94] have produced good correlation between AKeff obtained from Equation

(15), and da/dN during overload retardation. As discussed in Section 4.1,

Equation (15) has doubtful validity. The others have used bulk measurements

such as ultrasonics [27] and obtained excellent correlation between AKeff

and da/dN. On the other hand, recent K measurements which correlatedop

AKeff with da/dN very nicely [32,65] are all based on near tip or local

closure behaviour of the crack tip measured using highly sensitive

instrumentation. It was discussed in Section 3 that local and bulk behaviour

in most test situations would give different K values. Yet a plot of

* AK versus da/dN, even in the situation where the estimation or deter-
eff f

mination of K has doubtful basis, yield excellent correlation! It seems a

log-log plot with the permissible scatterband of 2 can accommodate all such

differences. If gross measurements and estimation can as well yield the

normalized da/dN data as desired, what is the need for precision measurements?
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If the K originating from the overload plastic zone were to be
op

responsible for the observed overload effects, the determination of K
op

produced by such small effects at regions close to the crack tip require

precision measurements. As discussed in Section 3, such measurements as well

as the interpretation of test records, require standardization.

4.3 SHORT CRACK BEHAVIOUR

A component spends a major part of its life when the crack present

in it, is short. It is well established that a short crack grows at a rate

much faster than that of a long crack 1111. Life prediction could be signi-

ficantly non-conservative if this is ignored. Therefore, reliable life

prediction requires that short crack behaviour be properly understood and

characterized.

The fast growth of short cracks Is attriliuted to several factorsi

first, coatinuum requirements are no longer satisfied, second, K or LEIM

is no longer applicable and finally, closure is much loss, in the case of a

short at against a long crack 1111. A short crack is hard to define for its

length dpentds on the material aud K level at which the crack is grown.

fowover, most experiments report short crack behaviour in the range of 25 um

to 2 = 111.

In order to understand and characterize the fiat growth of short ctrack

in teru of closure, eoma numerical and experimutal investigatlona have been

carried out. etkema (101,1021 has used Dugdale'a strip yield plasticity
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7 I analysis to devise a 'ligament model' which permits the calculation oi

closure in CCT specimen geometry using a finite element technique. The

closure has been calculated for a short crack emerging out of a hole in a

plate specimen and also a CCT specimen without a hole [101]. Newman did not

measure closure but compared the experimental crack growth rate with the

crack growth rate predicted for a short crack, taking into account the closure

effect as obtained from the finite element calculations. Such comparison for

the cases both with and without the hole shows a reasonable agreement [101]

as reported in Figure 31. The implication is that the crack closure effect in

a short crack is less than thaz of a long crack.

On the other hand, the experimental determination of K shows a
opI• different trend. The experimental investigations of closure in short cracks

are few (56,1041. One of the investigators 1561 reports results which indi-

cate tha•t the closure behaviour of a short crack ta not radically different

from that of a lm& crack; for example, for a .36 mm crack, at R - 0.

K OP/K max- 0.6. In fact, if Kop is as high as reported, the closure effect

in short cracks cannot explain the high crack growth rates exhibited by a

short crack. Accordingly, the applicability of K-based reprosentatiti of

fatigue crack growth rate is questionable.

It is difficult to characterize closure for a short crack via the

plasticity induced mechanism unless the respective roles of r-lastic vake and

* pLastic zone as dependent on crack length are properly established.

iRtchie has proposed (11,121 that a short crack grove fast since the

toughness does not develop in a short crack and consequently, closure is le"
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severe. Such a proposal is inconsistent with the observation that a short

L crack when viewed under a microscope shows a zig-zag path and has a roughness

parameter and asperity height (see Figure 11), which is quite large compared

to the crack length. Similarly, crack deflection [88] cannot explain the

fast growth rates observed in short crack since a short crack deflects

significantly quite often. tnd in all probability, the closure of a short

crack may not be negligible. The reason for rapid growth of short cracks

becomes even more difficult to explain due to the proposed effects of crack

closure, roughness, or crack deflectionl

4.4 SURFACE CRACK BEHAVIOUhr

Most engineering structures fail in fatigue by the growth of a part-

through, thumbnail shaped fatigue crack. The shape of tbe crack cnanges as

it grows and the growth rate of the crack is not the same along the surface

and at the maximum depth point in the interior. At the surface, the state of

stress is plane stress whereas at the interior, the constraint to plastic

flow is high and the conditions are closer to plane strain. If plasticity

induced mechanisms were operative, the closure where the crack meets the

surface would be stronger than the closure at the maximum depth point. Even

in the case of a through-the-thickness crack, a curved crack front '.s produced

at the mid-thickness of a fracture mechanics specimen. Titus, the basic

observation on closure in the case of a thumbnail shaped crack may apply to

the closure observed in a specimen with a curved crack front.
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Recently, two investigators [65,671 have reported results of closure

studies on thumbnail shaped cracks. One of them [651 has measured the closure

at the interior using a push-rod gage technique and at the surface using a

strain gage technique. It is observed that U /U 1.13 whereinterior surface

U is defined in Equation (15). Thus, the closure at the surface is stronger

than that at the interior. The other investigator [671 estimated Uiti/

U from the crack growth rate, the observed variation of aspect ratio of
surface

the crack as it grew and the experimentally determined K at the surface.op

The agreement between the U /U value obtained by the two
interior surface

investigators is good. In fact, the results obtained have been used to

predict the retardation and subsequent growth of a crack following a single

cycle overload of the thumbnail shaped crack (65] as reported earlier in

Figure 30.

If one assumes that such results are applicable also to the growth

of a through-the-thickness crack with a curved front, it has interesting

implications. The crack frout curvature does not change much during the

growth of such cracks and if one were to assume that the closure concept is

valid, the implication is that FCGR is faster at the surface than at the

interior of a thick specimen. Probably, the difference in the state of

stress at the surface and at the interior produces this difference in FCGR.

1. .5 EFFECT OF RESIDUAL STRESS

The effect of residual stress on K opand da/dN is important since

closure and its effect are manifested in the reeodual stress it produces.
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The nature and origin of the residual stresses produced by closure are

briefly discussed at first. Later, the effect of the residual stresses
A

produced by processing and specimen fabrication on K and da/dN is considered.
op

The nature of residual stress due to closure of a CCT specimen was

experimentally determined [51 by cutting sections across the specimen and

measuring forces to reverse displacement, The finite element formulation

for the same geometry reports [1361 a stress distribution which Is given in

Figure 5.

On the other hand, the residual stress distribution in the ligament

of a CT specimen has not been comprehensively investigated even though this

specimen is widely used by many investigators for closure studies. However,

one can speculate the stress distribution pattern in a CT specimen by

combining the results of the various investigators as discussed below.

The residual stresses near the crack tip of a CT specimen have been

determined by X-ray [1051. The X-ray beam size is rather large and X-ray

measures the stresses only at the surface. This, naturally, introduces

significant uncertaintier in the reported stress pattern as it exists across

the thickness and very close to the crack tip. However, at high values of

overload, the residual stress pattern produced near the crack tip is as

reported in Figure 5. The general pattern of residual stresses as measured

in the ligament of the CT specimen prepared from a photoelastic material

(1061 is similar to that shown in Figure 5. Similarly, the residual back

face strain value experimentally determined by the back face strain gage
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technique [107,108] is compressive as represented in Figure 5. This isfurther confirmed by the fact that at a given K value, the magnitude of

op
the residual back face strain increases as crack length increases [107].

Thus, Figure 5 is a fair representation of the contact and the residual

stresses in the plane of the crack of a CT specimen.

It has been shown [1061 by progressive removal of the plastic wake

by machining, that in a photoelastic material, the residual compressive stress

originates from the plastic wake and this causes closure. Also, a dislocation

model is proposed which agrees with the decrease of such residual stress when

the length of the plastic wake was progressively decreased by machining [106].

Such results emphasize the importance of the compressive stresses and the fact

that the whole length of the plastic wake plays a role in producing closure.

In addition to the residual stresses originating from closure as

discussed above, one must consider the effect of the residual stresses

introduced in a material during processing and fabrication such as welding,

forging, or extrusion. The fatigue crack growth rate in the specimen prepared

"f'rom such a material could exhibit acceleration or deceleration of crack

growth rates depending upon the pattern of residual stresses present.
.4'

One investigator has accounted for the effect of residual stress

on da/dN by the modification of the stress intensity factor relationship

through suitable formulas (109]. Such a modification changes K max, Kmin

and R and one can then use suitable empirical relationship to normalize

da/dN data* Alternatively, one can-account for auch effects by considering
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{I the effect the residual stresses have on experimentally determined K0 p. It

has been observed [110] that K decreases if the residual stress is tensile

and K increases if the residual stress is compressive over the crack faces.
op

Such effects are obviously similar to that produced by the application of

compressive load and tensile overloads, respectively.

In view of the above, as well as the point made earlier that closure

produces a given pattern of residual stresses, one can expect that the effect

of the residual stress on da/dN can be appropriately represented through its

effect on K . In fact, the use of AK instead of AK in the case of a
op eff

specimen which contains residual stress, has been shown [110] to produce FCGR

N data which agrees quite well with the FCGR data obtained after the material

is stress relieved [110]. This is shown in Figure 32. Unfortunately, such

investigations are few.

K It has also been noted [110] that residual stresses when present

across the thickness with tension at the interior and compression at the

surface layers, enhances crack front curvature. This is synonymous with

lower K values at the surface layers and higher values at the interior.
op

Interestingly enough, such results are consistent with the results obtained

for a thumbnail shaped surface crack as discussed in Section 4.4.

An examination of the effect the residual stress pattern has on the

K , can help us to examine the validity of the various mechanisms proposed
op

for closure. For as pointed out in Section 2, the residual stress produced

by the plasticity induced mechanism is compressive ahead of the crack tip
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whereas it is tensile in the case of oxide and asperity induced closure.

* The asperity and oxide induced closure mechanisms appear inconsistent, when

A this observation is taken into account with the fact that residual tensile

stress decreases K and thereby increases da/dN.op

4.6 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

The effect of the environment on fatigue is very complex and

important. It is therefore extensively studied. The environmental effects

are examined below in general terms as they concern closure. The effccts

are different in the near threshold and in the Paris regime.

In the Paris regime, that is, at AK values substantially higher

than the threshold value, the fatigue crack growth rate in steel is highest

in hydrogen sulphide and hydrogen and decreases as the environment is changed

successively to moist airs to dry gaseous environment, and to vacuum [23,28,

39,41,1111. A similar trend with regard to the effect of humidity and vacuum

environment is also obeyed in the case of aluminum and titanium alloys.

These differences have been explained traditionally in terms of hydrogen

embrittlement and accordingly, models based on the appropriate anodic or

cathodic processes at the crack tip and at the flank of the crack have been

proposed. Several mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement have been advanced to

explain the effect of frequency, etc. But the precise mechanism of hydrogen

embrittlement is not clearly known. On the other hand, attempts have been

made to characterize the observed difference in fatigue crack growth rates in

terms of the Kop determined in various environments [39]. Unfortunately.

. . }such investigations are rather few.
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K of aluminum alloys in the Paris regime, has been determinedS~op

[39,411 in vacuum, dry oxygen (or nitrogen) and also in air with different

percentages of relative humidity. It is observed that K is highest inB op

vacuum and decreases successively as the environment changes to dry oxygen

(or nitrogen), to air with 50% to air with 100%, relative humidity, as shown

in Figure 33. Correspondingly, the difference in da/dN is accounted for in

terms of closure, since a plot of da/dN versus AKeff yields a straight line

which is independent of all environments. Contrary to such observations, it

has also been reported that in case of titanium alloys, Kop does not change

even if the environment is changed from vacuum to one atmosphere [4,28].

Thus, the results of attempts to incorporate environmental effects is not

conclusive. In fact, it has also been shown that a change from dry to humid

environment significantly changes the crack tip strains and crack tip opening

displacements in an aluminum alloy [112]. Thus, apart from the K effects,
Op

one should consider local crack tip microplasticity to explain the observed

difference in da/dN due to changes in environment.

Regarding the environmental effects in the Paris regime as discussed

above, in the threshold and near-threshold regime, the effects are quite

different and depend on the R value (13,14,21,22,231. In the near-threshold

regime at low R value, da/dN is highest (and correspondingly, AKth is lowest)

in all dry environments and is the same for all gases, be it argon or

hydrogen. Thus, da/dN in steel decreases as the environment is changed to

moist air [13,14,21]. Since hydrogen and argon exhibit identical behaviour,

hydrogen embrittlement cannot explain the observed difference [13,14,21]. The

more interesting point is that at high R values, dry hydrogen, dry argon,
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and moist air all exhibit some da/dN and threshold behaviour. This

difference at the high and low R values has been explained through the

proposed oxide induced closure mechanism. The limitations of this mechanism

have been discussed earlier in Section 2.3. Additionally, there is another

important aspect which apparently cannot be explained through this mechanism.

For instance, in vacuum, the da/dN is slower than in all other environments,

particularly at high R-values [21,22,114], in case of steels and aluminum

alloys. Obviously, oxide induced closure cannot explain the observed

difference in the da/dN for a vacuum and for a dry hydrogen environment since

the difference in the oxidation behaviour in these two environments would be

rather small.

The oxide induced closure mechanism has been proposed recently. The
mechanism should be verified through Kop measurements in the different

environments in the threshold regime. In fact, no verification in terms of

da/dN versus environmentally modified AKeff has been attempted in this

regime.

The effect of the environment is much too complex by itself. When

one takes closure into account, the observed phenomenon becomes too complex

to understand and explain. For a better characterization cf the problem,

further experimental work is necessary.

0 4.7 HICROSTRUCTURAL AND FRACTOGRAPHIC FEATURES

In the past, it has been generally contended that microstructure

if has a small influence on the da/dN in the Paris regime and has a significant
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" I,
i !influence on da/dN and AKh only in the threshold regime. However,

experimental results reported recently show that microstructural features,

such as grain size, lamellar spacing, dispersion of phases, solute level, and

the inclusion size and shape distribution, can significantly influence da/dN

in the Paris regime.

In the Paris regime, the da/dN decreases as the prior austenitic

grain size in steel [113,116] or a-grain size or the dispersion of phases

in Ti-alloy [117,118] increase or the dispersion of a and a' in dual phase

steel [881 changes. In fact, an interesting result on the effect of grain

size is A = 5.5aOy where d = prior austenitic grain diameter [1131.

Similarly, an increase in interlamellar spacing [115,116] of pearlite in

steel increases da/dN and decreases AK th. In the threshold regime, micro-

structural features influence da/dN for all materials. In general, all

microstructural features which promote coarse, planar, heterogeneous, and

reversible slip with increased slip length decrease da/dN, particularly at

low AK levels. Conversely, features which promote homogeneous, wavy slip

produce increased da/dN.

Fractographic features, in general, originate from the microstructure,

and one of the features which decrease da/dN is increased crack branching

or crack path deflection producing increased roughness and secondary cracking.

The crack deflects since the crack propagates along specific crystallographic

planes in the grain and therefore, the larger the grain size, the larger the

I deflections which in turn produce slower da/dN and higher AKt Such
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increased slip planarity could also be produced by changing precipitate

morphology [1181. It is contended that K constitutes the bulk of AK

op th*
Thus, the microstructural features which increase AKth and decrease da/dN at

the threshold regime as discussed above, will correspondingly increase Kop

In fact, K measured in different Ti-alloys has been shown toop

relate to the roughness [4). However, the acales of roughness considered in

this investigation are in the range of 200 .m which is three orders larger

than the roughness contemplated in the models of roughness induced closure

(8,12,60). As K increases, the roughness also increases and since suchop

increase has no systematic relationship with yield strengths of the titanium

alloys investigated, the plasticity induced mechanism is discounted. However,

one should also consider that plasticity depends not only on yield strength,

but also on K The three titanium alloys which had widely differing AK
max t

and therefore K in these alloys were determined in different ranges of
op

K values and, therefore, the three alloys experienced three different

loading histories. Thus, Kup or roughness could differ even if the 0¥ values

of these alloys were the same. Thus, the possibility of plasticity induced

closure cannot be discounted in these experiments.

Recently, it has been suggested 1881 that crack deflection over

distances of the order 30-100 Lim at 4ngles ranging from 30 to 70* can retard

crack growth rate substantially. Such deflection decreases KI or even the

effective K of i branched crack and produces the observed decrease in da/dN.

It is shotm that a change in microstructurA can produce crack deflection
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If• and accordingly cause a decrease in da/dN. Apparently, such a change in

microstructure also increases Kop. However, according to the author [88],

the increased K can only partly account for the decrease in da/dN; and
op

part of the decrease in da/dN is accounted for by crack deflection.

Measurement of fractographic features is difficult. For example,

a change in striation spacing determined through fractographic observation

[77] has been used to identify the closure load. In fact, such confidence in

striation spacing measurement is reinforced by a recent investigation where

an excellent correspondence between striation spacing and macroscopic crack

growth rates was obtained [691. In fact, these investigators also reyort a

good correlation between striation spacing and AKeff (K _-K ) for
ef max op

different R values [691. However, others report that the observed

correspondence between macroscopic growth rate and striation spacing is

poor [7,94).

A change in the slope of a da/dN versus AK plot often correoponds

to a chingo in microcechakism such as faceted to striated growth or trans-

granular to intergranular (69). What is interesting. however, is that a plot

of da/dN versus Ue ff with closure takeu into account appears relatively

swoth (69). It is not clear, whether this is the result of K OP

sappropriattly accotuting for chmage of wicromochantim or of changed format

of data representation.

Hicrostructural and tractographic features are difficult to quantify

and determine. To add to this, the determination of closure has its inherent

uncertainties and unanswered questions. Thus, significant pheaofealogical
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study is required before K can be related to the microstructural and
op

fractographic features. Such studies are important, for they alone can
provide the important clues, for instance, to develop materials where K

op
always equals K arresting all fatigue crack growthlmax

4.8 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The important properties which may influence Kop are youngs modulus,

Uniax.al yield strength, the strain hardening (both monotonic and cyclic),
and strain softening (cyclic). It has been observed [125] that K should be

op
independent of youngs modulus. However, this has not been investigated.

Similarly, the effect of strain hardening or softening on K has not been
op

investigated. Since cyclic strain hardening and strain softening has little

effect [80] on the pattern of ovcrload retardation - a phenomenon directly

related to closure, it is likely that cyclic hardening or softening has only

a secondary effect on K .S~op

In one of the investigations, the effect of Oy on bulk K has
Yop

_ •been studied in a test situation wherc other factors are identical. The

result is reported in Figure 34. It appears that Kop decreases as the yield

strength increases suggesting obviously that :a plastiuity indiced mechanism

is probably operative. One can, of coui'se, argue that the differences in the

microstructural features in materials with different yield strengths can

produce different fracture surface roughness and, therefore, the corresponding

differences in K [ 4]. This has been discussed earlier in Section 4.1.
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4.9 EFFECT OF SIZE AND GEOMETRY

The effect of size and geometry on K must be evaluated for

reliable life prediction. However, little experimental and only limited

numerical work has been carried out for a comprehensive evaluation of the

S iproblem.

Size refers to dimensions such as the thickness (dimension along z

direction) the crack length and the width (dimensions along x direction) and

geometry refers to the shape, in general, and in particular, to the ratio of

dimensions along x and y direction, to the loading configuration and also to

the nature of the far field stress distribution in the body.

V• In numerical experiments, Newman [103] has varied the effect of

"the nature of the far field distribution by considering CCT specimens without

a hole but with a crack in one case and with crack emerging from a hole in

the other case. With closures calculated numerically and da/dN determined

experimentally in both the cases, Newman shows that the difference in closure

accounts for Ehe difference in da/dN. Since da/dN in the case of a crack

emerging from a hole would be faster, K p in the case of a specimen with a
op

hole would be lower than K of the specimen without a hole. However, in
01p

order to use such numerical analysis for specimen configurations other than

CCT, one requires closed form relationships for K and displacement with a

S, Dugdale plastic zone iv the specimen. Unfortunately, such results are not

available for all confleurations. Besides. such an approach gives results

j •for plane stress or plane strain plasticity only. Since the state of stress
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in a precracked body is intermediate, some systematic experimental study

would be useful. Experimental investigations of the effect of geometry on

K are scarce. However, there is indirect evidence that K could depend on
op op

the geometry. For instance, the overload retardation behaviour of a CCT

specimen is reported to be substantially different from that of CT specimen

[821 implying that their K values of a CCT are higher than that of a CTop

specimen. And, the fatigue crack growth data when plotted as da/dN versus

AK often show layering where for a low constraint specimen such as a CCT,

da/dN values are higher than that of a CT specimen [1201. Similarly, side-

grooving can lower da/dN volues. If one takes all these facts into account,

it would seem that plots of da/dN versus AKeff for CCP and CT specimens may

show incteased differences and layering. An investigation of the Kop value

of CT and CCP specimens should be interesting.

Recent investigations (17,121,-124,139-1471 have shown that the

plastic zone, even when it is small, depends systematically on W, a/W,

and specimen geometry and that the small scale yielding assumption which has

been invoked in the analysis of fatigue and fracture quite freely in the past,

should be used with caution. On can thus expect K to depend on W and a/Wop

to some extent. In fact, even if plasticity were to be independent of W and

a/i, and we assume that K originates from the plastic wake, one can stillop

expect K to depend on a/W because the wedging action of the plastic wake

for instance, in a CT specimen, would have less of an effect at the load-line

as the length of the wake increases. It is likely that the increased

plasticity at higher a/W probably compensates the decreased effect of a long

plastic wake producing negligible effect on closure unless the crack lengths
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are much different or the plastic wake is too small. But these speculations

require further investigation. The effect of width on K has not been
op

reported but using similar arguments, one would expect an effect of width on

K . Since plasticity decreases with width [121-124], K should decrease
op op

with increasing W at a given a/W. However, this too is a matter of investi-

gation.

The effect of thickness on K requires three-dimensional elastic-S~op

plastic analysis, for, as pointed out in Section 3, preferential yielding in

the surface layer can substantially alter the closure response of a precracked

body. The evidences for these are several: progressive removal of surface

Slayers progressively decreases K op [59], overload retardation is less in a

thick as compared to a thin specimen (83], the introduction of side grooves

dramatically decreases the number of delay cycles [119], machining of surface

layers reduces the number of delay cycles [142], and the closure at the

4 interior is less than at the surface [43,65,67]. And even though in most

fatigue crack analysis, the crack front is idealized in the manner shown in

Figure 6, the actual crack front is very complicated - more complicated than
I

the curved crack front reported in Figure 8. The true nature of three-

dimensional crack front is evident from Figure 35 as reported in [63,89].

As a result of such a crack front, some out of plane bending and modes II and

II are invariably produced at the crack front in any specimen. To what

extent, this has produced the contradictions, anomalies, and the usual scatter

observed in fatigue data is hard to say. But, when one takes into account all

these observations, the problem of the fatigue crack growth and particularly

of the closure, indeed, appears too complex to characterize and fortulave.

Thus, it seems that the first step in resolution of the problem is to g.nerate

FCGR and closure data in experiments where modes II and II are practically

negligible.
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SECTION A-A

2/

/ PLASTIC REGION

0/ A/

/ ELASTIC REGION

/ jrORIGINAL
KSPECIMEN

SURFACE

I I I /

S...Figure 35. Fracture Surface Profile as Influenced by Specimen Size
S..and Loading (a) Symmetric Profile, (b) Non-Symmetric

"Profile, and (c) Out of Plane Sliding in Thin Specimens
I. with Non-Symmetric Profile Relaxes Compressive Force [89].
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I: The above discussion cnnfirms that closure in practical situations

is a three-dimensional problem. And it is interesting that in spite of the

complex nature of the problem as discussed above, K determined from the
op

I two-dimensional analysis or from the experiments which are based on two-

dimensional considerations can produce such good correlation with da/dN.

4.10 COMMENTS ON THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY OF CLOSURE

The phenomenlogical studies concerning closure reveal numerous

contradictions, discrepancies, and unexplained facts. However, a few

general observations concerning the different aspects of closure as discussed

in this section are summarized below.

The basic experimental facts concerning the dependence of K on
op

Kax, Kmin, and R for a given constant amplitude test situation are not

clearly established. Unless this is accomplished, it is diffizult to

formulate closure phenomena and to interpret the results of closure studies.

Most studies make little distinction between 'bulk', 'local', near tip

surface, and near tip closure behaviours. One wonders if such distinction

is relevant since we do not know which one of these closures really control

da/dN. This adds to the general confusion.

In spite of this, the use of AdXff instead of AK, normalizes da/dN

data for wide variations of Kmax, Kmin$ R, and accounts for the change in

the growth rate produced by step overloads, surface crack behaviour, residual

stress effects, and the effect of environment in many instances. This is

indeed intriguing when one considers (1) the wide divergence that is observed

in the results of studies conducted to evaluate the effects of the different
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variables, (2) the uncertainties in the determination of Kop, and (3) our

ignorance as to which K really controls da/dN. In fact, the nonlinear plots
op

of da/dN versus AK in the Paris regime are sometimes curved convex and

sometimes concave. If closure were to have a systematic relationship with

Kmax it is unlikely that use of the closure concept would remove the

nonlinearities in all instances.

K at the interior is less than the K at the surface of aop op

thumbnail crack. This needs further investigation. The behaviour of short

cracks remains unexplained and requires systematic experimental work for its
-1

characterization.

A study of the effect of residual stress on K and da/dN indicates

op

that the residual compressive stresses introduced at the crack tip during

closure decrease da/dN. In fact, the introduction of a controlled residual

stress pattern and its effect on Kop and da/dN can be examined to check the

validity of the different mechanisms of closure that have been proposed.

Correlation of microstructural and fractographic features with

K and da/dN is an important area of research, both from the standpoint of_• op

developing fatigue resistant materials and in understanding the origin of

closure.

The asperity and oxide induced closure mechanisms Oeed to be

carefully studied in terms of the residual stress pattern that these

mechanisms produce. Such studies can provide a firm physical foundation

4 for a more realistic formulation of the models from uhich K can beOP

calculated.
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The plasticity induced closure mechanism has some basic discrepancies

such as: K is observed to increase, remain constant, or even decrease with"op

increasing K in regimes where admittedly, asperity and oxide induced
max

closure is inapplicable, These and other discrepancies probably arise since

the history dependence of closure extends over dimensions which are orders

of magnitude larger than the plastic zone size. However, if the history

dependence is established through experimental work, other questions must be

raised about the customary assumptions made in closure and fatigue studies.

Even though the effects of the material properties and the size

and geometry on closure are most important, they have not been studied.

Careful experimental work needs to be conducted because recent work has shown

that the assumption of small scale yielding is inconsistent with experimental

observations. In fact, such studies may indicate new directions in the

development and application of more reliable and economic life prediction

technology.
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SI 5. PREDICTION OF CLOSURE

A reliable calculation of closure is key to reliable life prediction.

Based on a given mechanism and model of closure, it should be possible to

calculate K in any precracked body of arbitrary size and geometry madeop

from a given material and subjected to a given history of loading. The

various mechanisms of clositre were discussed in Section 2 and it was pointed

out that the asperity and oxide induced mechanisms require further development

in order to use them for prediction of closure. In this section, various

methods based on the plasticity induced mechanism for the calculation of

Kop are briefly examined. As pointed out eaelier, the :esidual displacement

in the wake and the residual stresses ahead of the crack would modify the

state of stress, strain, and displacement at the crack tip. These modifications

have to be taken into account to calculate plasticity and closure and also to

understand how Kop changes Keff and da/dN.

To facilitate subsequent discussion, the methods of the calculation

of K are classified into two broad categories: (1) Finite element busedop

methods, and (2) Analytical procedures not based on finite elements. The

analytical procedures give a better physical insight into the closure

phenomenon but can be used only for simple geometries. On the other hand,

the finite element method can, in principle, be used for complex loading and

geometry but the results may depend upon the element mesh chosen. The

analytical procedures are discussed at first.
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f5.1 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

Several groups of workers have used analytical procedures to calculate

K op The Vorks of Fuhring and Seeger [125,1261, Dill and Saff [127),

Budiansky and Hutchinson [1281, and Paris and Hermann [321 are discussed very

briefly in this section.

Fuhring and Seeger [1251 were the first (their work was originally

published in German) to use Dugdale's model for the analysis of crack closure

which takes intu account the stress and displacement variation for every

consecutive half-cycle. They examined the details of the residual stress and

strain field at the wake of a growing fatigue crack which produce contact

stresses and which, in turn, affect the entire state of stress, strain, and

displacement in the vicinity of the crack tip. The contact stress calculation

is based on the assumptiun of a trapezoidal 6it.:tribution of residual displace-

ment along the length of the crack. 1he corntucc stresses havu a large

gradient and this is taken into account in d4 Ascretization of the crack axis

into nodes and line elements. The stresses and displacement are solved from

Dugdale's results using an iteration procedure.

The results show that under constant amplitude )ozniing with coýIt"

load, K op/Kmax is almost independent of K mx for aspect ratios less !.-'4w ).7.

The value of U increases with R. The analysis also evaluates the -xtent of

closure and the effect of a reversed cycle (Rt < 0) on closure.

14
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The results obtained by Fuhring and Seeger are for plane stress. Even

though the analysis evaluates the effect of aspect ratio Pnd periodic spacing,

2b, the results apply to a remotely stressed infinite sheet with an array of

colinear cracks with length 2a and peri.)dic spacing 2b. The applicability of

such results to finite specimens with geometries such as CT or three point

bend is yet to be examined.

These workers have used a similar approach to predict crack growth

rates under variable amplitkude or sequence loading which are presumed to be

governed by memory rules [1261. The main trend of the results of Fuhring and

Seeger have been verified [841 by displacement measurements in the vicinity of

the crack tin using a grid technique.

Dtil and Saff (127] have used a simple contact stress model of

closure, The approach is similar to the one used by Fuhring and Seoger [125].

They ev-Aluated the stress intensity caused by crack surface contact which, in

turn, produces an interference between the mating crack surfaces. The inter-

* ference is determined from an analysis of tho elastic displacement during

"loading, elastic displacement during unloading, and the permanent deformation

S* left in the wake of a growisng crack. A Dugdale model is used to make an

* Integral equation formulation of the closure conidition. The interference is

I.-treated a& a wedge acting behind the crack tip and the contact stresses

-.-.rew.d 'y thiv tt•odge are calculated by idealizing the wedge as 25 constant

stress ilerments which experience only compressive contact stress which V.ave

a =mx iWAm value of Oy. An influence coefficient matrix is deveLoped for the

stress-displacment relationsh14 between elements using a weight fuuction
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approach. The stresses give contact stress intensity at the minimum load

and therefore, the AK The results of the model show good agreement with
eff

Elber's experimental results as given in Equation (15). The predicted crack

growth from this contact stress model compares quite well with the experimen-

tally determined crack growth rates obtained under spectrum loading. It was

pointed out in Section 4.1 that Equation (15) does not agree with experimental

results of several other investigators. To this extent, the general applica-

I \bility of the model is doubtful.

The work by Budianisky and Hutcl.inson (128] calculates crack opening

load, crack closing load, and residual plastic stretch at the crack tip by 4

complex function method under the assumption of small scale yieldin.- according

to the ideally-plastic Dugdale-Barenblatt model. The results are renorted for
3

a range of load ratios. It is observed that in contrast to the stationary

crack which suffers reverse plastic flow over a distance which is k the

monotonic plastic zone size, the correspondintg reverse plastic zone size for

a growing fatigue crack is 1/10 of the monotonic plastic tone. The KCIO/Kmax

is .48 and K OP/Kmax w .56. The analysis provides justification for the

adoption of ati effective stress intensity range to represent fatigue crack

growth rate. laover, the analysis is appropriate only for plane stress; on

the other hand, the plane 'drain condition applies over moet of the crack tip

region. Thus, even though the results given sow valuable Insight Into

closure and guidelines for future work, the results reported here are not

expected to agree with experivents.
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Paris and Hermann [32] have reported an approximate relationship of

K which incorporates some of the features of the closure phenomenon. Using
op

the results of this relationship, they predict the variation of K op/K-ax

following overload which agree very well with the experimentally determined

variation of upper closure point. The relationship indicates that K /K
op max

should be independent of R. Since the nature of this relationship is

quadratic, Paris and Hermann have hinted that the transition in Kop /Kmax

experimentally observed at a/W 0.55 to 0.6 during a constant amplitude test

is consistent with the two K /K values that would be obtained from such aop mdx

quadratic equation. However, whether the transition is a phenomenon inherent

to closure or is merely a result of the history dependence of Kp, is a matter
op

of expetimental investigation.

5.2 FINITE ELEMENT BASED METHOD

Finite element based methods of the calculation of K of three
op

different groups of workers are discussed below: Ogura, Ohji, and Ohkibu

[12D,130], Nakagaki and Atluri [131], and Newman and his coworkers (132-137].

Ohji, Ogura, and Ohkubo (129] and Ogura and OhJi [130] have used

incremental finite element elastic-plastic analysis with a fine constant

_ 'I strain triangle mesh. Renults were obtained for a double edged noterhed

specimen which explained the experimentally obseived non-propagating fatigue

cracks ahoad of a notch using the concept of closure. These workers have

also investigated the effect of overload on closure and residual stresses.

It was observed that the clooure stress at first decreases and then increases
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to a maximum and then drops again. Such a variation of closure stress

obviously can explain the observed variation of crack growth rate following

retardation as discussed in Section 4.2. Overload produces residual

compressive stresses and the region of such stresses increases as the overload

increases. They also show that compressive load just following an overload

decreases K which corresponds to the usually observed increase in the
op

experimental da/dN in such cases. The analysis was done for a double edge

notched specimen under plane stress condition. It is not clear as to how the

contact stresses generated in the plastic wake were taken into account in

their analysis.

Nakagaki and Atluri [1311 have used circular-sector shaped hybrid
i

elements centered at the crack tip with the URR stress and strain singularities

embedded in the special elements near the crack tip. The procedure is

computationally inexpensive due to (1) the use of such elements which permit

adoption of rather coarse mesh and (2) the use of a procedure wherein the

elastic part of the structure is isolated and its stiffness rimains uachanged

during loading. In this analysis, the stresses at cpening and closure are

determined for a CCP specimen and they agree quite well with each other.

Af is calculated from o obtained for constant amplitude and other sequence

loadings. Ln all ea&, tiKeff is observed to follow a pattern which is

commensurate with the observed patterns of da/dN during such load sequencinig.

The crack surface def.Ormatiov .jlOftiles are different for different load

sequencing and thisa.controls the resultant residual stresses and possibly the

growth retardatiouc:.-,'Obviouzlyý :The appr6ach has computational advantages.

-t also takes into account bltidting, whith is experimentally observed during

i: i-overloading. However, it is uit .clear as to how-the cm.tact stvessos in the

plastic wake are taken into ac~hvwt in'. teir analysis*'
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The most extensive and comprehensive finite element based analysis

of closure has been done by Newman and coworkers [132-137]. First, to

investigate closure using finite elements [132], Newman [136,137] has

developed and verified a crack closure model that simulates plane stress and

plane strain conditions by using a 'constraint factor'. The analysis is based

on a Dugdale model which was modified to leave plastically deformed material

in the wake of the advancing crack.

A schematic of the crack surface displacement reported in Figure 36

shows a plastic region of length p and a residual plastic deformation along

the crack surfaces. These regions are composed of rigid perfectly plastic

(constant stress) bar elements with a flow stress a . The bar elements are

broken in the region of residual plastic deformation and carry compressive

load only. The physical crack is of half length c which on unloading, produces

a reverse plastic zone, w. The governing equations for the crack closure model

were set up using the stress intensity factor and crack surface displacements

for a CCP specimen and then solved for the contact stresses and the stresses in

the plastic zone. The opening stress, So, was calculated by equating the

stress intensity factor due to an applied stress increment (So-Sn) to the

stress intensity factor due to Lhe contact stresses. The calcularions were

made both for plane stress and plane strain conditiotis, that is with.varying

constraint factor. A constraint factor of 2.3 was chosen for further calcu-

lation of life prediction since it gave a good correlation under constant

amplitude loading.
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'Kp/Kmianxh aneo .5t

The model gives results wherein Kis in the range of .25 to

1 .35 and is independent of crack length. The plane stress values K /K
1 op max

were higher, that is in the neighbourhood of 0.5 to 0.6. With increasing

stress level, the plane stress K /K decreased.
op max

The model was used to correlate crack growth rates under constant

amplitude loading and to predict crack growth under aircraft spectrum loading

on 2219-T851 aluminum alloy plate material. The predicted crack growth lines

agreed well with experimental data obtained from 80 crack growth tests

subected to various load histories. The ratio of predicted to experimental

lives ranged from 0.5 to 1.8.

Even though the choice of a constraint factor of 2.3 has no

fundamental basis, the predictive capability of the model is quite encouraging.

The applicability of this model to other geometries and size needs further

investigation.

5.3 COMMENTS ON PREDICTION OF CLOSURE
..

It is obvious from the discussion above that analysis of closure is

not sufficiently developed, to esable prediction of closure in a precracked

body of arbitrary size and geometry. Slice the plasticity in the surface

layers plays an important role in detevaining fatigue crack growth following

overload, tne problem is obviously three-dimensional. Thus, even though

* . two-dimensional analysis of various sizes and geometry would help us to

* achieve a better understanding and characterization of closure, the development
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4 of a satisfactory methodology of prediction of closure would probably await

the development of three-dimensional elastic-plastic analysis of precracked

body. However, it should be emphasized that a systematic experimental study

can produce a better comprehension of the problem and this can eventually

help us to simplify the three-dimensional problem to something which is

managable.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. The asperity and oxide induced closure mechanisms as proposed produce

residual tensile stresses near the crack tip whereas the crack tip residual

stresses as experimentally observed and as considered in plasticity induced

Smechanism are compressive. These different residual stress patterns cannot

give the same da/dN even though the resultant AK's may be equal. This contra-

diction can be resolved if the models based on asperity and oxide induced

closure mechanisms are reformulated to produce compressive stresses over the

whole wake of the crack. The asperity and oxide induced closure mechanisms

require further experimental work and development before they can be used for

the analysis and prediction of closure.

2. One should distinguish between bulk, near tip surface, near tip

interior, and possibly local closure behaviours during the experimental

determination of closure. It is necessary to ascertain which of these closures

actually controls da/dN in different experimental situations.

3..- Crack mouth opening displacement gage, back face strain gage, and

Elber clip gage are the most widely used for the experimental determination of

bulk K op The use of the offset procedure either through the use of a

differential amplifier or a microprocessor can increase the magnification

and sensitivity of closure determination very significantly. However, the

advantages gained from such a procedure cannot be realized unless there is a

corresponding improvement in minimizing friction, misalignment, and out of
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) plane bending during loading of the specimen and in the measurement of

displacement. In addition, the procedure for identification of the closure

load from the P-AV plots needs to be standardized. This may help us to

identify the difference between bulk and local K wherever such a difference
op

exists.

S4. The more attractive and reliable methods for the determination of near

i tip surface closure are the interferometric displacement gage and the repli-

cation followed by measurement with a scanning electron microscope.

5. The push rod gage technique appears to be an interesting method of

determination of near tip closure at the interior. However, the most certain
method of ascertaining the difference in the closure at the interior and

I surface is to determine closure by offset procedure after progressive removal

Pr of the surface layers by machining. An analysis of the closure behaviours

so determined on specimens of different initial thickness can provide

important insight into the role and origin of closure. Similar investigation

of the variation of K with progressive machining of the plastic wake along
op

the crack plane can help us to distinguish between the different closures and

the roles they play in decreasing da/dN.

6. The use of terms such as plane stress and plane strain is confusing

since most experimental situations correspond to a state of stress which is

intermediate. Besides, the experimental conditions of closure studies which

correspond to these two extreme behaviours need to be clearly defined and

established.
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7. In order to understand and characterize closure, it is necessary to

study and report the extent of closure and the residual displacement due to

closure in addition to the K values usually reported in most investigations.
op

8. The basic experimental facts concerning the dependence of K on
op

Kmax Kmin, and R are not clearly established. Besides, there are several

contradictions and discrepancies. Even then, the use of AKeff instead of AK

accounts f2ir the change in growth rate produced not only by wide variations

of K maxK min, and R, but also by the other factors such as step overload,

surface crack behaviour, residual stress effects, and the effect of environ-

I ment. To what extent a log-log plot with a permissible scatter band of two

conceals any discrepancies that would have been otherwise observed is hard

to say.

"'1 9. Residual compressive stresses increase K and decrease da/dN while
op

the effect of residual tensile stress is the opposite. This should be taken

into account in formulating any mechanism of closure.

- 10. Correlation of microstructural and fractographic features with K

op

and da/dN is an important area of research both from the standpoint of

developing fatigue resistant materials and in understanding the origitn of

closure.
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11. The plasticity induced closure mechanism has some basic discrepancies

such as: K is observed to increase, remain constant, or even decrease with
d.p

increasing Kmax in regimes where asperity and oxide closures, as postulated,

are inapplicable. These and other discrepancies probably arise since, in most

experiments, the effect of the history dependence of closure which could extend

over dimensions that are orders of magnitude larger than the plastic zone size

is ignored.

12. Systematic experimental investigation is required to evaluate the

effect of material properties, size, and geometry on closure. Machining of

surface layers after overload application or sidegrooving increases post

overload crack growth rates very significantly. Thus, the surface layer and

thickness influence K . Similarly, recent investigations show that plastic
up

zone can depend on W and a/W. These results underline the importance of such

an investigation.

13. Analysis of closure is not aufficiently developed to predict closure

in a precracked body of arbitrary size and geometry. Satisfactory prediction

of the real world problem requires three-dimensional elastic-plastic analysis.

However. two-dimensional elastic-plastic analysis and systematic experimental

work can produce a better comprehension of the problem and eventually help us

to simplify the real world problem to uvoething which is =anagable.

"I
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